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Where is Betty
Ford now that
they need her?
I ONCE WAS A REPUBLI
can. Now, the party that was
formed to fight against slav
ery, and at one time pro
moted equal rights for
everybody, has come full cir
cle and gone on record as
opposing full individual
rights for women. And I
must admit that I am sad.
Somehow, although my
mind had been frequently
disillusioned, my emotions
still clung to the idea that the
Republican leaders wanted
liberty in their way - that
they wanted less govern
ment, not just for business
men but for everyone.

Allover the world, includ
ing in the United States, spe
ciallaws tell women what
they mayor may not do. Pro
tective labor legislation pro
hibits them from. entering
certain jobs, limits the times
of day and the length of time
they may work, and requires
special facilities in places
that employ them. Laws de
fining the family subordi
nate their persons and their

property to their husbands,
and in some countries, to
their fathers. (Earlier this
year, there was some con
troversy in this country
about the showing of a
film-The Death ofa Princess

- illustrating the Saudi
Arabian tribal custom that
permits a father, as the au
thor of life, to have a daugh
ter or granddaughter put to
death.) And laws regulating
sexuality and reproduction
make women's very. bodies
the property of others.

For women the world
over, the abolition of dis
criminatory laws and the
right of a woman to control
her own childbearing, in
cluding the right of abor
tion, are the two gut issues.
Betty Friedan reported, in a
discussion of the Interna
tional Women's Year Con
ference in Mexico City, that
there was a "curious alli
ance" of the Vatican, Com
munist countries, and Third
World countries, to "op
pose.woman's right to con
trol her own body and
equality for women as 'irrel
evant,'" while women dele
gates defied their govern
ments to agree informally on
the importance of these
freedoms.

Well, we can add the Re
publican Party to the forces
committed to controlling
women. The Republican
Party, which had supported
the ERA since 1940, a
time when Eleanor Roose
velt opposed it because it
would wipe out protective
labor legislation, has re
pudiated a constitutional
amendment guaranteeing
that neither the United
States nor any State may
"deny or abridge" equality
of rights under the law, pre
ferring to reserve the power
of governments to discri
minate against women if it
seems in their interest to do
so. And it is supporting a
constitutional amendment
to eradicate what was once
woman's common law right,
even at a time when judges
were all Catholic, to abor
tion. Further, it is pledging a
Republican administration
to pack, not just the Su
preme Court (as Franklin D.
Roosevelt once threatened),
but all Federal Courts with
judges who agree that this
right should be taken from
women.

For Republicans, it seems,
at least where women are
concerned, the Constitution
may not be amended to limit



governments; it may only be
amended to limit individual
rights.

No legal system has ever
gone to the extreme of
declaring the fetus to be
a human being with full
rights, partially because it
would be necessary to en
slave women in order to do
so. Pregnancy is a unique
situation, in that it is one in
which two living beings re
quire the use of the same
identical physical body in
order to survive-the wom
an's body. If, in case of a con
flict, the ultimate control
over her body is not hers,
whose is it? The answer can
only be that it is the State's,
in the name of the fetus. But
this means that the State has
carte blanche to control all
aspects of the lives of
women: they may be preg
nant, and wish to indulge in
activities that could harm
the fetus (already there have
been some legal moves to
have home births defined as
child abuse); they may have
been pregnant, and will
therefore have to attempt to
prove at an inquest that they
have not murderously dis
posed of the fetus; or they
may be going to be preg
nant, in which case they
must not subject themselves
to any conditions that might
damage a later fetus. Indeed,
you could not have such a
constitutional amendment
at the same time that you
had an Equal Rights Amend
ment-by implication it re
quires discriminatory legis
lation.

Only a little over four
years ago, the wife of a Re
publican president spoke
out bravely on these tw,o is
sues, and Americans loved
her for it. We need not ex
pect this to happen again.
Only one prominent Repub
lican woman has spoken out
against her party's attempt
to turn the clock back to a
time when women were to
tally, legally subject to men
and to the State, and that is
Mary Crisp, who resigned
as Co-Chairman of the
party over this issue. "There

is a sickqess in the party,"
she said, but her resignation
got very little publicity until
after the convention was
safely over. On television
news coverage during the
convention, the comment
made by Republicans in all
levels of the hierarchy was,
it's not a major issue. "It's not
a voting issue," said one
politician.

I think they are in for a
surprise. Republicans may
have ensured their defeat in
November, by producing a
platform that self-respecting
women will not be able to
vote for. There is no longer
any reasonable ground for
confusing Republicans with
individualists, despite their
free market rhetoric. Believ
ers in individual liberty will
have to pin their hopes on Ed
Clark and the Libertarian
Party, and I really am not
sorry for that-even though
once, long ago, I was a
Republican.

-Joan Kennedy Taylor

The Speech
RONALD REAGANCATA
pulted to national promi
nence in 1964 when, in the
waning days of the Gold
water campaign for the pres
idency, he took to the air
waves in a brilliant, master
ful speech on Goldwater's
behalf. ''A Time for Choos
ing," it was called, and
it was, as commentators
noted, the most exceptional
political speech ever given
on television. In it, Reagan
lambasted the legacy of the
New Deal, the welfare state
which had grown to then
gigantic proportions, tying
the hands of the American
people with red tape and the
rope of government regula
tion. The speech was militar
istic, as has become tra
ditional with the American
Right, but its overall thrust
was sharp and clear: indivi
dualism was its theme, and
the state stood out starkly as
our enemy. Since then, Rea
gan has given "The Speech,"

as it has come to be called,
thousands of times. It is that
speech which skyrocketed
him to the governorship of
California in 1966, gave him
a shot at the nomination in
1976, and led to his nomina
tion in 1980.

After President Ford's
nomination at the Republi
can Convention in 1976, he
delivered an acceptance
speech which stood out as
the best speech of his politi
cal career. Then something
odd happened: the crowd
saw Reagan in the gallery
and began chanting for him.
Reagan bowed, then sat
down, but the furor
mounted. In an unusual ges
ture, Ford asked him to
come down to the podium.
Reagan did so, asked if he
could say a few words, and
then delivered, in five brief
minutes, the most eloquent
speech heard at that or any
other convention. The issue
was freedom, he said, and
the question was whether
our grandchildren would
live to see any of it left. He
ended by referring, in terri
bly moving fashion, to the
"shining city on a hill" that
America once had been, and
could be again. In those
brief moments, there must
have been hundreds of dele
gates who wondered if they
had done the right thing in
choosing Ford over Reagan.
For he had simply taken the
crowd into his heart. Even
Walter Cronkite was moved
nearly to tears.

Ronald Reagan has never
been anything remotely
close to a libertarian, but
at his best he has always
borrowed heavily from lib
ertarian rhetoric, his
speeches shining with con
cern for liberty, his practical
political actions showing
nothing but callousness to
ward that ideal and vision.
Next month we will take up
the Reagan record and the
horrible truth about his ac
tual positions on political is
sues. But for now, a word
about the acceptance speech
he was finally allowed to
give at the 1980 Republican

Convention in Detroit.
It has always been said

among Reagan advisors that
you can do anything to or
for Ronald Reagan-except
tamper with the original
1964 Speech. Touch that
Speech, and you court
trouble. Thus it is that the
continued efforts (by John
Sears and others) to "pack
age" Reagan have usually
broken down when their
kind of campaign-moder
ate, centrist, offending no
one - collided with that
damned Speech. And Rea
gan's instincts have largely
proven him correct: every
time he allows himself to be
"packaged," his candidacy
begins to fade. But as he feels
his campaign failing, he de
livers The Speech, audiences
rise in excitement, and he
begins to gain. He lost to
Ford in New Hampshire in
1976 because Sears did not
want Reagan to give that
Speech on television, lest
voters be reminded of Rea-
'gan's past as an actor. His
wife, Naney, told Sears to go
to hell, talked Ron into using
the Speech on television in
North Carolina, and Rea
gan swept to victory. He
narrowly lost that campaign
to Ford, but stirred excite
ment in the Republican rank
and file by his promise to
run a striking campaign; as
he put it, he would unfurl a
banner of bold colors, with
no pale pastels.

In 1980, Reagan was given
his chance. He threw off the
early packaging of Sears,
Sears resigned, and Reagan
had it his own way, sailing to
victory. He won the nomina
tion handily. And he had the
opportunity, before an audi
ence of tens of millions of
people, to give the speech
which would, he hoped,
launch not a campaign for
the presidency, but a
crusade.

Yet his acceptance speech
was, arguably, the worst
speech he has ever given.
Gone was The Speech, and
in its place a carefully
crafted, politically centrist
speech written, not by Rea-
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"Libertarians should oppose
governfilent bans on private
diplofilacy and travel bans to

halt private negotiations:'

6

gan, but by four neo
conservative "ghosts."

It was a speech of pale
pastels, and no bold colors.
Few of Reagan's hard-hit
ting one-liners were present,
even in the oblique war
mongering sections of the
address, and there was not
one iota of fire, passion, or
vision in the whole thing.
Reagan's delivery was equal
ly bad: he was tired and
worn, his voice hoarse and
dry, showing little emotion.
He blew several lines, and
stepped on his own ap
plause. There was no ring
ing call to arms, nothing to
get excited about, and, real
ly, no crusade at all. Reagan's
closing said it all. Instead of
ending with his usual "shin
ing city on a hill," an ending
of vision, this acceptance
speech ended with a mo
ment of silent prayer. Silence
was what that speech de
served, for it was cowardly,
artificial and packaged to
death. It was a business-as
usual speech, filled with
cliches, talking about "fam
ily, neighborhood, work,
peace and freedom," about
a "shared community of
values" (what values?) and
concerned about doing
something which he called
"renewing the social com
pact." It ended with Ronald
Reagan quoting Franklin
Roosevelt, which is a dis
gusting indication of how
far Reagan has travelled,
spiritually, from that speech
of 1964.

If Ronald Reagan is the
knight of modern conser
vatism, then it is time some
one pointed out that the
armor is tarnished, the
joints creaking, and the
sword dulled. Conservatives
have made their peace with
the New peal, with big gov
ernment and the war econ
omy. Sixteen years ago, at
the age of fifteen, I was an
anti-Cold War Goldwaterite
who loved Goldwater's call
to strip government to the
bones, but was repelled by
his sabre-rattling. I looked
upon the 1964 Reagan
speech as a call to arms.
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Now, I look upon him as
I look upon that 1980 ac
ceptance speech: tired,
hackneyed, cliched, com
promised, and deserving of
contempt. He is an empty
shell, symbolizing betrayal.

Those who support Ron
aId Reagan ought to do
some soul-searching. Given
the hawkish bellowing at the
Republican convention this
year- a convention whose
theme should have been
"War in Our Time"-we can
only hope and pray that the
conservatives' march to the
grave doesn't drag the rest of
us into the grave with them.

-Roy A. Childs, Jr.

The price of
intervention

IN JUNE 1850, LORD
Palmerston - the leading
spokesman for an aggressive
British foreign policy-gave
one of his mos't eloquent
(and most evil) speeches in
the House of Commons.
Amidst the hearty cheers
and applause of his listen
ers, Palmerston proclaimed
Britain's intention to police
the world on behalf of Brit
ish subjects everywhere. ''As
the Roman in days of old
held himself free from in
dignity when he could say
'Civis romanus sum,' so the
British subject, in whatever
land he may be," said Palm
erston, "shall feel confident
that the watchful eye and the
strong arm of England will
protect him against injustice
and wrong."

The occasion then was the
Don Pacifico affair, and
Palmerston had sent the
British navy to blockade the
Greek port of Piraeus in part
because Greece would not
pay compensation to Don
Pacifico - a resident of
Athens who had been born
in the British colony of Gi
braltar- for the looting of
his house by a mob in 184'7.
Back then Punch, the fa
mous British humor maga
zine, was moved to call Don

Pacifico the greatest British
subject, for he had none
other than a Foreign Secre
tary (Palmerston) as his
sheriff and a British admiral
as his bailiff. Sheriff and
bailiff meant different things
in 19th century Britain than
they do today in America,
but the point of Palmerston's
speech and Punchs quip is
not lost on us in this time
when Americans abroad are
seized as hostages.

Palmerston's speech raised
explicitly the question of
jurisdiction - a question
that is necessarily a central
one in a world of territorial
states. As in Palmerston's
day, the world these days is

divided up among states,
each having control over its
own territory. That territory
the government claims as its
own jurisdiction, where it
can issue commands and lay
down the law. Thus in re
gions and societies through
out the world the police,
courts, and armed forces are
an established monopoly
rather like an established
church, such as the Church
of England. It has long been
contended by the propo
nents of territorial states per
se that the advantage of such
a system was that it pre
vented wars over jurisdic
tion. On the other hand,
critics of territorial states
and monopoly police estab
lishments think that if these
institutions were disman
tled, it would be possible to
eliminate separate jurisdic
tions and instead have the
writ of natural law and jus
tice run throughout human
society via a system of pri
vate-sector law enforcement.
All points of disagreement
between these views aside, it
is important to recognize
that the theories of both the
proponents and critics of

territorial s.tates agree on
one point: namely, that since
the state is a unique social
institution based on force,
wherever states exist, they
should be confined to exer
cising their power in their
own geographical areas.
Both theories also agree that
Pinkerton and Burns detec
tives need not confine their
work to only one territorial
state. This recognition that
governmental police power
has to be confined to its
area of jurisdiction is the
source in moral and political
philosophy of the liberta
rian foreign policy of nonin
tervention. The libertarian
insight that nonintervention

is mandatory becomes even
clearer if you contrast it with
interventionist views. Mod
ern would-be Lord Palm
erstons in America, Russia,
China, Britain, France,
Germany, and Japan would
have to argue that their own
country should control both
its own territory and all
situations anywhere its citi
zens or their interests are
threatened. This would truly
be a recipe for a Hobbesian
war of all against all.

Libertarians are not alone
in possessing this common
sense insight; this same real
ization has led to the en
shrinement of noninterven
tion in international law. But
libertarians alone are con
sistent and thoroughgoing
in applying the insight. Lib
ertarians around the world
are morally committed to
seeing that their own gov
ernment doesn't intervene
abroad and to protesting the
interventions of all gov
ernments everywhere.

No libertarian condones
in any way the taking of in
nocent hostages. But it is in
teresting to note that the
anti-U.S. rage of the Iranians
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and even the. political career
of Khomeini are intimately
wrapped up in the question
of jurisdiction. In the early
1960s, Khomeini first came
to political prominence as an
opponent of the extension of
diplomatic immunity to
American advisers in Iran.
Khomeini and his fellow
protesters at the time be
lieved that this American
demand for special status
was a revival of the conces
sions that Iran had been
forced to grant major pow
ers like Britain and Russia in
the 19th century. These 19th
century "capitulations," as
they are called in Iran, made
all Russian-owned busines
ses off-bounds for Iranian
officials and gave foreign
consuls veto power in all
trials involving their citi
zens. Roy Parvis Mot
tahedeh makes a very con
vincing case in the Spring
1980 issue of Foreign Policy
that the militants' seizure of
the American embassy, de
spite its contravention of
Islamic law, is seen in Iran as
a continuation of an old
jurisdictional dispute with
foreign governments and a
continuation of a more
recent struggle with the
United States over the same
subject, and that this is why
the seizure has found favor
with Khomeini.

Of course, it is a funda
mental belief of libertarians
that just because a govern
ment exercises jurisdiction
doesn't mean it is legitimate
for that government to aid
and abet kidnapping. Liber
tarian doctrine does not ap
prove of or excuse the hos-
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tage - taking; neither does it
approve of any U.S. intru
sion into Iran's jurisdiction
in order to retrieve the hos
tages.

What would libertarian
doctrine permit? Certainly
in a world of territorial
states, libertarian doctrine
would have permitted the
reciprocal internment of
Iranian diplomats. (But lib
ertarians do not counte
nance the mistreatment of
Iranians who are here in a
private capacity, for exam
ple the round-up and expul
sion of Iranian students.)
Libertarian doctrine would
permit the hostages' families
and friends to fund inde
pendent rescue teams (and
would call for removing all
legal impediments to such
rescues). Libertarian doc
trine also approves of all
efforts at negotiation,
whether by governments or
by private parties. There
fore, libertarians would op
pose the American gov
ernment's use of the Logan
Act (which bars private di
plomacy) or travel bans to
halt private negotiations.
Thus, the libertarian posi
tion has its own specific
constraints and options.
Hostage situations are not
easy for any political system
to handle. The libertarian
approach is not only morally
sound, but as workable as
any other.

Above all, libertarians
need to avoid two serious
mistakes: what might be
called the Error ofMarx and
the Error of the Boxer Rebel
lion. The Error of Marx
occured because Marx and

Engels didn't believe in uni
versal human rights. So dur
ing the 19th century they
condoned and approved of
American intervention in
Mexico, French interven
tion in Algeria, and British
intervention in India on the
grounds that civilized coun
tries should straighten out
barbarous ones.

The Error of the Boxer
Rebellion occurred when the
Western powers invaded
China in ·1900 to relieve the
foreign legations in Peking
that were besieged by the
anti-foreign Boxer rebels.
The militia of the Boxer cult
had risen in rebellion against
the influence of foreigners
after a long series of conces
sions by which China
granted the foreign powers
trading privileges and ex
traterritoriality, and the
Boxers received the support
of the Dowager Empress.
When the Western powers
invaded to rescue those
trapped in the foreign quar
ter in Peking, they caused
considerably more death,
damage, and destruction
than the Boxers ever had and
then imposed a $300 million
if.ldemnity on the Chinese
government. The result was
a deep resentment toward
foreign governments which
still persists and which con
tributed to the success of the
Communist Party in the
1940s.

Libertarians need to be
aware that our doctrine has
valuable insights on hostage
situations and that we have
practical options to offer.
But above all, our policy of
strict nonintervention will
end U.S. meddling abroad
and thus not only prevent
hostage situations from
turning into new interna
tional wars, but also act
as a kind of preventive medi
cine that will remove the
major sore spots that
provoke such incidents.
-Williamson M. Evers
Williamson M. Evers, formerly
the editor of Inquiry magazine,
is now the Libertarian. Party
candidate for U.S. Congress in
California's 12th District.

Khomeini's.
crimes

WHEN AYATOLLAH KHO
meini helped to inspire the
people of Iran to overthrow
the despised Shah of Iran, he
did so in the name of simple
justice. The Shah was a
murderer, a thief and a des
pot, he said - and he was
right.

Well, in the eighteen
months since the Shah took
flight, Khomeini and the
government he has inspired
have had ample time to
demonstrate the kind of so
ciety they prefer as an alter
native to the Shah's regime.
The evidence is in: Khomeini
may not be a thief, but he
most assuredly is a mur
derer and a despot.

The latest series of crimes
began on July 3, when, ac
cording to the New York
Times,
Four Iranians convicted of sex
ual offenses were buried up to
their chests today and stoned to
death, with the presiding judge
of a revolutionary court casting
the first stone.

The executions, the first in
memory to have been carried
out in Iran under the traditional
but rarely used Islamic code,
took place in the southern town
of Kerman. A court official,
reached by telephone, said it
took the condemned prisoners
-two men and two women
15 minutes to die.

The official Paris press
agency said the revolutionary
court has convicted the women
of prostitution and of deceiving
young girls, one man of
homosexuality and adultery,
and the other of raping a 10
year-old girl .... Meanwhile,
seven more prisoners were sent
to firing squads in various parts
of Iran for drug trafficking, sex
offenses and murder.

Fifty more such execu
tions have taken place since
July 11, according to the
Christian Science Monitor,
after trials before "revoo:
lutionary courts" held in se
cret, with the accused denied
defense lawyers-or the right
to present documentary evi-



Credit Secrets Your Banker
Doesn't Want You To Know-

Today best-kept money secrets
let you .borrow below the Prime Rate,

instandy and confidentially
We have just experienced the worst credit

crunch in U.S. history. The Prime Rate
the interest charged major corporations
rose rapidly to 20 percent. Meanwhile,
however, insiders were still borrowing
thousands of dollars far below the Prime
Rate! For the insiders, there was no credit
crunch! You see, they had taken the proper
steps before the. crunch to establish their
little-known sources for overnight borrow
ing power.

Now you can profit from these inside
sources!

Whether you need money now or not,
you must know about some incredible new
sources, available nationwide, which will
lend you· thousands of dollars. at only 12
percent interest!

You see, there's been a quiet revolution
in the banking and credit world. Increased
competition among lending institutions has
opened up hundreds of personal credit op
portunities-on amazingly favorable terms
for the borrower. The result of this new era
of "easy credit" is that it's possible to bor
row hundreds of thousands of dollars-lit
erally overnight and for any purpose what
ever!

Let me list for you some of the tremen
dous benefits of the new sources of capital:
• Funds are practically unlimited. Raise
$25,000, and even more, depending on your
income.
• These loans are totally unsecured, and no
cosigners are required in most cases.
• You can qualify for these instant loans
without ever sitting down with a loan of
ficer. Everything is done by mail! No de
mands for balance sheets, business plans,
P&Ls, tax returns or other confidential
documents.
• The funds are available at any time-even
during periods of "tight money~"

• It doesn't matter where you live-these
loans are now available nationwide.
•. These loans may be used for any purpose.
The lender is completely unaware of their
purpose. Use the money for capital outlays,
paying outstanding bills, investments, con
sumer goods, cars, new office or plant
space, a brand-new venture-you name it!
• Interest rates are extremely favor
able-consumer rates for business loans!
Business interest rates have been skyrocket
ing lately-but nationwide these unique
loan sources begin at 12OJo! No points to
pay either!
• You don't pay a penny in interest until
you actually borrow funds. And even then,
interest charges begin several days later.
There's never a penalty for prepayment.
• The repayment schedule is extremely flex
ible. It's even possible to borrow the princi
pal and the interest indefinitely if you're in a
pinch-while improving your credit rating!
and there are no penalties if you payoff the
loan early.
• Last but not least, these amazing loans
havetremendous tax advantages. The inter
est, of course, is tax-deductible. And by
borrowing to pay business expenses early,
you can simultaneously speed up deduc
tions and defer tax liabilities into the next
tax year!

THE SOURCEBOOK YOU NEED TO
CAPITALIZE ON THE BANKING AND

. CREDIT REVOLUTION

But how do you track down these amaz
ing new sources of capital? How do you dis
cover the best opportunities-and avoid the
expensive mistakes?

The answers are now available-for the
first time-in one information-packed
book: THE INSIDER'S BANKING &
CREDIT ALMANAC, by Mark Skousen.

This· newly revised manual tells you
everything you need to know; Facts. Fig
ures. Names of lenders. Addresses. The
best opportunities. Pitfalls to avoid.

But that's not all there is to THE INSID
ER'S BANKING & CREDIT ALMANAC.
There is much more in this remarkable vol
ume. Here's a brief sampling of the rest of
the contents:
Interest-paying checking accounts. You
probably keep your liquid business funds in
a checking account that pays no interest.
Well, here are complete details about eight
different types of checking accounts that do
pay interest-from 50/0 to 160/0 annually!
(The interest on one kind of account is tax
free!)
Money market funds. These new mutual
funds function like interest-paying checking
accounts---and interes. is usually 120/0 or
more! (The one hitch: the checks you write
must be for over $250 or more.)
Merrill Lynch's Cash Management Pro
gram. If you have $100,000 invested in
stocks and bonds through Merrill Lynch,
you can borrow up to $40,000 from them
for any purpose! Interest rates ate competi
tive too. You always have an automatic
credit line for half the cash value of your
portfolio-and there's no upward limit!
Credit cards. Which credit card is best for
your business? Are you aware of all the new
features and benefits offered by the highly
competitive credit card outfits? Check
guarantees, free cash advance checks, free
flight insurance and many more!
Financial privacy. How the privacy of your
financial affairs if being threatened~and

what you can do to protect it.
Foreign banks. U.S. dollar accounts in
Canada. 200/0 interest in Mexico and
Switzerland, and many other terrific oppor
tunities abroad.

YOUR MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

THE INSIDER'S BANKING & CRED
IT ALMANAC has just been completely
revised and updated. The price is $14.95 .
postpaid. (The cost is fully tax deductible if
used for your business capital needs.)

The ALMANAC is a complete guide,
containing page after page of expert guid
ance. It's fully indexed, and printed in a
hardcover library· edition.

You can try this information-packed
book with no risk at all. Here is our uncon
ditional money-back guarantee:

Read the ALMANAC. Share its insight
with your colleagues. Try any of the tech
niques it describes. Then, ifyou're unhappy
with the book for any reason whatever,
simply return it within 30 days and we'll re
fund every penny of your $14.95. Fair
enough?

Think of it: you may never again be
turned down for a loan! That in itself will be
worth far more than the low price of the
book. Don't delay. Complete and mail the
order form today.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Kephart
Publisher

HOW TO GET THIS BOOK

FREE!
Send $65 for a full year of Personal Fi

nance, and we'll send you THE
INSIDER'S BANKING AND CREDIT
ALMANAC FREE. Edited with the assis
tance of Dr. Skousen, Personal Finance is
America's most widely read publication

dealing with hard
money and inflation
survival strategies.
Guarantee: If PF
doesn't pay for itself
many times over, just
cancel for a full re
fund for undelivered
read issues and keep
the ALMANAC for
your trouble.

• ••1Iii ..

I 0 I enclose $14.95. Please rush me, I
postpaid, Mark Skousen's THE IN- I1- SIDER'S BANKING AND CREOI IT ALMANAC. I may read and use I

1
the book for 3 weeks. If not pleased, I
I'll return it for a full and prompt re- I

1 fund.

I 0 I enclose $65 for a full year (24 is- I
1 sues) of Personal Finance. Also send I

me my FREE copy of the ALMANI AC. I may cancel at any time for a I
I .full refund for undelivered issues and I

the book is mine to keep. E1)1 I
I Name _

I· II Company I
I Address I
I City I
I State Zip__ 1
I AlexaI)dria Hou~ Book, ~
I @ 901 N. Washington Street ~
I \QJJY Alexandria, Virginia 22314 •
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By Ihe lime you read
Ihis ad, Ihis appliaDce
could be baDDed.

It seems incredible, but there are laws
pending which would try to make the
MAXIMIZERTM automatic cooker the first
banned home appliance in the country.

It's not what the MAXIMIZER™ auto
matic cooker does that has both sides
after it. It's what else it does. We sell it as
a versatile timed cycle automatic cooker
that MAXIMIZES vitamin content by
cooking gently with steam. It also does
rice with warm heat, and is perfect for
one or two person families. That's what it
does.

WHAT ELSE IT DOES
Word has gotten about that this little

wonder will also MAXIMIZETM the quality
of alternate smoking mixtures, loose or
rolled. Very noticibly, or you can invoke
our moneyback guarantee. We're not
paraphernalia people, we're appliance
people. We just happen to have a dual
nature appliance here, and we've sold
over 8,000 to very happy customers. It's
the only cooker that provides the munch
ies, too. Indeed, is guaranteed to.

PUT THAT BY US AGAIN, PLEASE?
In 1970, researchers at the Federal

Marijuana Farm discovered a process
that would free 98% of the THe from its
original inactive state. Patents were
applied for by the Cannabis Institute in
1971. And this year, the Institute made the
process available to Universal Organics,
the people making the cooker. It only
took about $60,000 worth of engineering
to make a good cooker do something else,
too. Although we don't advocate or sug
gest anything like that.

SO WHO WANTS IT BANNED?
There has been a revival of the anti

marijuana scares of ten years ago by a
few political pressure groups hungry for
issues. They are running laws through
that are worse than you're probably
aware of. The Cannabis Institute is gear
ing up now to fight for the rights of the
American public to know the truth about
marijuana, from honest research rather
than the Reader's Digest. That's why they
decided to raise some money with their
patents. And it's nice to know that's where
your money is going.

Buy one today. It pays for itself the
first time you stretch an ounce by cooking
it the right way. Get the renegade appli
ance with the money-back guarantee.
Get it while you can.

•..111._•.•
•

- UNIVERSAL ORGANICS I
D.pt. 17,80x 748,

• Caaabrld,.,NA02139 I
Rush me MAXIMIZERS

• @ $29.95 (plus $1.25 packing and I
shipping for each). -

•
Massachusetts residents add 50/0 I
sales tax.

I 0 Send more information on Io Cooking 0 Activation

• 0 Send a copy of the Federal Farm II research study (75¢). I
Name _

• Address II State and Zip I
•

0 I am 18 or older I
o Master Charge.

• 0 Visa I
• Card# I
I
- Expiration Date I

Signature _

I I
• •• l1li111,••••
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THE LIBERTARIAN REVIEW

Palestinian
fantasy

DAVID BRUDNOY

AMONG THE ISSUES DI
viding libertarians these
days, that of our attitude
toward the Middle East
ranks near the top. So I in
trude upon the front section
of this magazine with a dis
sent from Bill Birmingham's
sanguine call to American
libertarians to "demand the
u.S. end its support for Is
rael"-in effect, a call for the
destruction of Israel. Mr.
Birmingham's viewpoint
arises out of his lengthy as
sessment ("The Revolution
That Will Be," June LR) of
Edward W. Said's recent
book, The Question of
Palestine. Nothing short of
an entire issue of this
magazine devoted to a mi
nute examination of Mr.
Birmingham's article would
adequately contend with its
many errors of fact and
judgment; nothing what
soever, I fear, can adequately
contend with Mr. Birming
ham's commitment to the
Palestinian cause as enun
ciated by its apologists,

O<.At, VAAMmr···

~NJ1W!

among them the elegant Pro
fessor Said, among them,
also, the not quite so fastidi
ous Yasir Arafat.

I would like to recom
mend another lengthy re
view of Professor Said's
book to LR readers: Hillel
Halkin's "Whose Palestine?
An Open Letter to Edward
Said," in the JuneCommen
tary. LR readers whose only
exposure to Professor Said's
thought has been Mr. Bir
mingham's enthusiastic en
dorsement will find Mr.
Halkin's article at least in
triguing, and probably en
lightening as well. I do not
intend here to provide yet
-another review of the book,
but, instead, a corrective to
Mr. Birmingham's compen
dium of misinformation. I
have the advantage of hav
ing participated in a recent
two-week study tour of Is
rael. I have, as well, the dis
advantage - at least I im
agine that Mr. Birmingham
will consider it a disadvan
tage-of a commitment of
many years' standing to the
survival of Israel.

Like Professor Said, Mr.
Birmingham has based his
argument on selective quo
tations coupled with un
equivocal hostility to· Zion-

ism. Mr. Birmingham's Zion
ists thus stand in "enmity
toward Islam" (to borrqw
a quotation from Professor
Said employed by Mr. Bir
mingham), whereas the
Zionism I have known for
decades, and the Israeli
sentiment I discerned in Is
rael this year, reflects a great
respect for Islam. It is of
course convenient, when
constructing a case-book for
the abandonment of Israel,
to depict Israelis now and
Jewish settlers prior to the
establishment of Israel as
woefully ignorant of the Is
lamic tradition and cynically
oblivious to the legitimate
aspirations of the Arab
people, those who live (or
lived) in what was once
called Palestine and their
cultural-linguistic-religious
ethnic brothers throughout
the Arab world beyond
Palestine. Convenient, but
untrue.

The fact is that the only
country in the Middle East
demonstrating total respect
for the holy places of all
three great Western faiths, as
well as the only country in
which Christians, Jews, and
Muslims are elected to par
liament, is Israel.

Mr. Birmingham con-



"The Arab citizens of Israel enjoy
the highest standard of living of
any Arabs in the world except a

few rich sheiks!'

tends that the claim that the
Jewish settlers were "maki'ng
the desert bloom" is a myth.
Perhaps he could be pre
vailed upon to visit Israel
and take a look; he would
see that the claim is accu
rate; he would see the desert
and he would see the orange
groves, planted by Israelis,
and the settlements in the
desert where the Israelis
have literally created life on
the land. I have for decades
heard the claim and I, too,
wondered if it were more
than a mere slogan. It is
amazing what an impression

upon the brain a close look
with the eyes can bring.
Somehow a thousand quo
tations from the enemies of
Israel pale beside the consid
erably more persuasive
weight of personal observa
tion.

Mr. Birmingham is im
pressed by Professor Said's
argument that the Jews of
Palestine, now of Israel,
manifested a "systematic
boycott of the Arab econ
omy, and especially of Arab
laborers." Somehow that
statement jibes awkwardly
with a couple of interesting
facts: the Arab citizens of Is
rael enjoy the highest stan
dard of living of any Arabs
in the world excepting only
the handful of qil-rich
sheiks; and the Arabsliving
in the areas now under Is
raeli control since 1967 have
also begun to approach that
standard of living, enjoy
practically no unemploy
ment, and pay practically no
taxes to Israel (which brings

~ tens of thousands of them a
demonstrably more pleasant
economic life than is known
by the bulk of the Jews of Is
rael itself, among the highest
taxed people on earth).

_ Horror stories aboutJew
ish atrocities committed

against the Arabs of Pales
tine are part and parcel of
the anti-Zionist case, and
undoubtedly extremists
among the Jewish settlers
were in the past not wholly
incapable of committing un
speakable acts against their
Arab neighbors. But the
predominant mode was, and
is, consideration, tolerance,
and (a much abused word,
but it forces itself upon me
after seeing what I have
seen) brotherhood. I wish
Mr. Birmingham had been
with me and the nine other
American journalists who

accompaniedme to Israel, as
we wandered about and
spoke with Arabs living
under Israeli military con
trol in the occupied territory
as well as with Arabs who
are citizens of Israel within
the boundaries prior to the
1967 War. One need not be a
card-carrying Zionist to find
the sight of thousands of
television antennas atop
beautiful, modern Arab
houses in Israel considerably
more instructive than the
propaganda pamphlets pub
lished by advocates of either
side.

Throughout Mr. Birming-·
ham's fantasy runs a basso
ostinato: quotations from
those who loathe the Jews of
Israel function as "proof." ][
am as impressed by this
technique as I am by that of
those who have lately set out
to "disprove" the Holocaust
by asserting that it never
happened. (I have also vis·
ited Dachau. Even the Ger
mans-no, the Germans es·
pecially - know that the
Holocaust happened.) But
you can, if you like, read
that it did not. And you can
read in Mr. Birmingham's
article page upon page of
words set off by quotation
marks which function as the

little journalistic soldiers in
Professor Said's (and, I'm
sorry to say, Mr. Birming
ham's) rhetorical war
against the Jews.

I spent a day in the Gaza
"Strip," as we call it, and I
saw the hovels in which the
refugees lived between 1948
and 196'7, where the Egyp
tians kept them, permitting
them neither to move to any
Arab country nor to work,
allowing them only to re
ceive United Nations charity
and to procreate and to de
velop zealous hostility to the
Israelis, even as their Egyp
tian keepers choreographed
that hostility; and I have
seen the houses built with
Jewish tax money, by the Is
raeli government, for the
Arab residents of the Gaza,
as well as the comfortable
houses the Arab residents of
the Gaza have since 1967
been able to afford to build
for themselves, this because
the Israelis have encouraged
the Arab residents of the
Gaza to work (usually along
side Jews in productive em
ployment). I have been in
vited into an Arab home in
the Gaza for coffee and con
versation. Would you like to
know what the attitude of
that Arab family is toward
the Israelis? Friendship,
gratitude, affection, respect.
Perhaps the Arab family is a
troupe of actors hired by the
Israeli government to fool
American journalists; per
haps the hundreds of Arab
children who waved and
smiled at our Israeli bus,
identified by the Israeli flag,
as we passed through the
Gaza are also actors; per
haps the Arab laborers
building beautiful new
houses for Arab residents of
the Gaza were shipped in for
the day to impress me and
then went back to concen
tration camps at night to be
tortured by Israelis. Some
how I doubt it.

I am intrigued by Mr.
Birmingham's section on the
"discrimination" faced by
"Non-Jews" in "education,
in politics, in virtually every
field." Is Mr. Birmingham

aware of the fact that every
adult Arab in Israel votes,
that Arab Muslims are
Members of the Knesset
(Parliament), that the Israeli
government pays for the
education of every Arab
child in Israel in schools
providing the same funda
mental education as it pro
vided to the Jewish children
of Israel, as well as special
emphasis on Arab culture,
the Arabic language, and the
Muslim religion?

Mr. Birmingham is also
very anxious to tell us about
Israeli censorship of Arab
literature, including books
and newspapers, and he is
most anxious to instruct
LR's readers about the Is
raeli books depicting Arabs
as "coward swine." I spent
quite a bit of time in school
rooms throughout Israel; I
should like to assure Mr.
Birmingham that no such
children's books exist in Is
rael. None. The Israelis
strictly forbid such instruc
tion. I would be very in
terested to have Mr. Bir
mingham produce one Is
raeli children's book con
firming his statements on
page 38 of the June issue of
LR.

Of course Mr. Birming
ham will find books by fana
tics, aimed at a readership of
fanatics, espousing any vile
viewpoint he might care to
discover. The Israelis do not
have a First Amendment but
they come as close to it as
any nation besides our own;
and Mr~ Birmingham will
find fanatical Jewish publi
cations in IsraeJ despising
Arabs and fanat1.cal Arab
publications easily \1vailable
in Israel-in Israel!-despis
ing Jews. But the schoolchil
dren of Israel, Jewish .~nd
non-Jewish alike, are not in
structed by means of such
books.

I cannot move sentence by
sentence through Mr. Bir
mingham's Palestinian fan
tasy. Let us concentrate on
his enthusiasm for the Pales
tine Liberation Organiza
tion, of whose National
Council, the PLO's govern-
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ing body, Professor Said is a
member. Mr. Yasir Arafat,
leader of the PLO, is amply
on record calling for the de
struction of Israel. But Mr.
Birmingham writes: "The
people who think the Pales
tinians 'want to drive the
Jews into the sea' are gener
ally those who believed
and perhaps still believe
that the U.S. was 'defending
freedom' in Vietnam or
Iran."

Here is Yasir Arafat in his
own words:

1) "Our objective is the
destruction of IsraeL ... No,
we do not want peace. We
want war and victory. Peace
for us means the destruction
of Israel and nothing else."
Esquiu, Buenos Aires, 21
March 1971.

2) "We will not concede
even an inch of Palestine. We
will fight a prolonged
people's war for the libera
tion of our territory. We will
stand with our rifles in
Haifa and Jaffa." (Haifa and
Jaffa are cities on the coast of
Israel, part of Israel from
1948.) Reuters, Beirut, 31
July 1976.

3) "OUf activi ties will
continue, in Tel-Aviv and
elsewhere, until we achieve
victory and hoist the flag
over Jerusalem and the other
cities in the occupied home
land." Reuters, Bahrain, 12
May 1978.

4) "The Israelis have to
remember that their state
will not exist more than 70
years ... and 32 years out of
it are already gone." Al
Hawadeth, Beirut, 1 June
1979.

5) "The Palestine resis
tance will never agree to a
cease-fire before the com
plete liberation of all Pales
tine." Radio Monte Carlo,
13 July 1979.

Permit me one quotation
from George Habash, leader
of the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP) faction of the PLO.
"Yes, we will accept part of
Palestine in the, beginning,
but under no circumstances
will we agree to stop there.
We will fight until we take
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every last corner of it." Apo
yevmatini, Athens, 15 De
cember 1979. ("Palestine,"
to the PLO, includes pre
1967 Israel as well as the oc
cupied territories.)

In case anyone is confused
by these statements, let me
paraphrase them: The PLO
intends to destroy Israel.
Period. But Mr. Birming
ham naIvely thinks that
those who believe that the
Palestinians "want to drive
the Jews into the sea" are
cuckoo.

I cannot clog the pages of
LR with much more of
this, out of respect for my.
fellow contributors to the
magazine and to the pa
tience of LR's readers. But
allow me one instructive
contrast. When, in April of
this year, seven Israelis were
ambushed and killed, and
several others wounded,
presumably by Arab ex
tremists, as the Israelis were
returning from Sabbath ser
vices in Hebron, a city in the
West Bank, the United Na
tions uttered not a word of
condemnation. The world
remained mute.

When, exactly one month
later, the cars of three Arab
mayors were bombed, pre
sumably by Jewish fanatics,
leading to the mutilation of
two Arab mayors and the
blinding of the Israeli bomb
expert who was attempting
to defuse the third bomb, the
United Nations Security
Council condemned the Is
raeli government. The world
indulged itself in an orgy of
tut-tutting.

And what did the Arabs
and the Jews have to say
about these incidents? From
Damascus, and from the
PLO leadership,. came high
praise for those, presumably
Arabs, who killed the Is
raelis in April. From the Is
raeli press in May and June
came virulent condemna
tion of those, presumably
Jews, responsible for the at
tacks on the Arab mayors.
And Mr~ Menachem Begin,
Prime Minister of Israel,
said the following to me on
the fourth of June, said the

following very slowly so that
I could get every word down
without error: "Horrible
crimes were perpetrated on
Monday against the Arab
mayors. Until the perpet
rators of those crimes are
apprehended we shall con
tinue our investigations
night and day. As a human
being I express my deepest
sympathy to the wounded
men and to their families....
It is barbarism, genocide,
neo-Naziism to praise such
killers and would-be killers
and to call for more of the
same."

No, Mr. Birmingham,
your Palestinians and your
Israelis don't resemble very
much the Israelis and Arabs
I met, nor does your history
of the struggle in the Middle
East, and Professor Said's
history of that struggle, bear
much resemblance to the
history of that struggle as I
understand it.

No, Mr. Birmingham, I
cannot agree with your last
line: "We are all Palesti
nians." We are not all Pales
tinians, Mr. Birmingham;
we are not all the gullible,
merry followers of Professor
Edward Said; nor, Mr. Bir
mingham, need libertarians
feel any inclination to accept
your conclusion, that Amer
ican support of Israel "ena
bles Israel to murder and op
press the Palestinian people."

David Brudnoy is LR' s film
critic and a newspaper colum
nist. He traveled in Israel,
southern Lebanon, and the
Sinai from 25 May through 6
June 1980.

The Movement is an occasional
LR column of news on the
movement for liberty: short
items describing the activities of
individuals and groups fighting
the draft, high taxes, nuclear
power, government regulation
of the economy, oppression of
minorities (including women,
children, gun owners, drug
users and homosexuals) and
other official policies inimical to
freedom; and short essays
exploring controversies within
the 'movement. LR welcomes
contributions and will pay $20
for each. short item and $75 for
each short essay used.
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growth industries, adopting
protectionist trade legisla
tion, and holding organized
labor in check.

There is a lot we can learn
from the japanese in terms
of increasing productivity
and economic growth in this
country - just look at how
much more productive are
those japanese-owned and
managed plants located in
the U.s. as compared to simi
lar American-run plants.
However, we should not ig
nore some factors which
have aided the japanese in
their efforts.

For one thing, Japanese
taxes are much lower than
those in the U.S.-especially
japanese taxes on saving and
investment. For example,
capital gains on the sale of
securities generally are not
subject to taxation in japan.
japanese taxpayers may
.elect to be taxed separately
on their interest and divi
dends at a rate of 25 %; in
America such income may
be taxed at marginal rates of
up to 70%. And a 5% to
10%credit on dividends
received is allowed against
taxes, in japan. As a result, it
is estimated tn-'lt the tax

compared to U.s. produc
tivity growth of only 1.8%
per year. This is cause
for concern, but not for
alarm. The fact is that in
recent years productivity
growth in all nations has de
clined. Between 1965 and
1973 japanese productivity
increased an astounding
9.1 % per year, but since
1973 has only increased
3.1 % per year. A similar
drop in productivity growth
has taken place in West
Germany (4.3% to 3.2%),
Italy (5.6% to 1.3%), France
(4.5% to 2.8%), Canada
(2.3% to .8%), and Great
Britain (3.3 % to .9 % ), as
well as in the U.s. (1.6% to
.4%). Moreover, the U.s.
still maintains a healthy lead
in total productivity. The
West Germans, for example,
are only 85 % as produc
tive as Americans and the
japanese only 63 % as pro
ductive.

What the reindustrialists
are saying is that the U.S.
should adopt the japanese
model, in which the gov
ernment -works in close
partnership with the nation's
largest corporations, pump
ing low-cost capital into

CORPORATE AMERICA
has recently launched a
campaign to convinGe the
rest of America that it
needs "reindustrialization."
The term has almost be
come a buzz-word, with
Business Week running spe
cial issues on the subject
(June 30) and candidates
like john Anderson promis
ing to work for it. Unfortu
nately, at the bottom, the
whole thing is nothing more
than an effort to enlist gov
ernment subsidies by Amer
ica's largest, wealthiest cor
porations for their least effi
cient business ventures.

The advocates of reindus
trialization are persuasive. It
is true that American pro
ductivity growth is less than
that of some other major na
tions: between 1950 and
1978, for example,-japa
nese productivity increased
an average of 7% per year,

Does Atnerica
need reindus
trialization?

H\~ ?R05LEM WAS .
lHERE WEREN'T ANY
TAXPAYERi AROUND TO
CAR~ H\~ 1f\ROU~
THE 'W> WEATHER/'.

~ ~\~

BRUCE BARTLETT
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burden on upper-income in
dividuals in Japan-who do
most of the saving and in
vestment-is half of what it
is in the U.S.

Moreover, one should
realize that the quality of life
in Japan suffers from its
growth policies. Corpo
rations are highly pater
nalistic, forcing a high de
gree of regimentation on
their employees. And the
heavy emphasis on saving
leaves little income for con
sumption, which is the
proper end of work and in
vestment. As a result, the
typical Japanese does not
live nearly as well as the typ
ical American.

But the advocates of rein
dustrialization look beyond
these factors and instead
talk about reestablishing
the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to pump bil
lions of dollars of capital
into U.S. industry. The prob
lem is that capital doesn't
come from the tooth-fairy;
ultimately the government
will have to draw it out of

the existing pool of private
saving, thus crowding pri
vate borrowers out of the
market and forcing them to
pay higher interest rates. Or
the government will have to
create forced saving by in
flating the currency, which
acts like a tax on cash hold
Ings.

More important, the in
vestment of this capital by
an RFC would not be made
on purely economic consid
erations but on political
grounds. The result is that
capital would not flow into
high technology growth in
dustries, as the reindus
trialists claim, but into dying
industries like steel and au
tomobiles which still have a
lot of political clout (re
member the Chrysler bail
out?). The RFC would just
become a prop for perpetual
money-losers, and rather
than aiding in the rebuilding
of America's capital struc
ture it would lead to the
squandering of scarce capi
talon projects that cannot
be economically justified. U
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Libertarian Presidential candidate Ed Clark talk~ to students at the University of South Carolina in
Columbia after a speech he gave there earlier this year.
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Issues and.
lInages

JEFFREY FRIEDMAN

ON JULY 1, ED CLARK
formally opened his full
time Libertarian president
ial campaign with a Wash
ington, D.C. news confer
ence. That event drew pub
licity across the country, in
cluding major stories in the
Washington Post and the
Los Angeles Times and am
bivalent treatment in the Vil
lage Voice at the hands of
Alexander Cockburn and
James Ridgeway, who ap
parently could not decide
whether they were pleased,
by the progress of "the most
successful third force in op
eration this year" or appalled
that that radical force is
so decidedly non-leftist. The
following week saw the
broadcast of the first two of
at least 60 five-minute Clark
commercials on CBS and
ABC; in them, Clark advo
cated major tax and spend-

ing cuts along with a non-in
terventionist foreign policy
and pointed out that none of
his opponents came. close to
that program. And the New
York Times, the paper re
porters read to find out
what's news, ran three long,
favorable pieces on the
Clark campaign and the lib
ertarian movement. The last
of the three, by syndicated
columnist Tom Wicker,
called Ed Clark "an altern'a
tive if ever there was one
although he and his party
are not right-wingers, as you
may have heard, and they
certainly aren't left-wingers
... They are serious political
thinkers who 'challenge the
cult of the omnipotent state
and defend the rights of the
individual' - a stance long
and honorably grounded in
American history but disas
trously abandoned, Liberta
rians say, by both main par
ties."

All the attention caused
NBC 'and CBS News to ask
to travel with the Clark
campaign in late July.

The magnitude of media
attention Clark suddenly

received was unexpected
even by optimists among his
campaign staff. But the
coverage, reminiscent of the
beginnings of the '~nderson

Phenomenon" last Decem
ber, came none too soon,
since most signs indicated
that voters were still reeling
from the choice they face in
November. Only 48 percent
of those surveyed in a New
York Times/CBS News poll
the week before the opening
of Clark's campaign were
satisfied with a Carter!
Reagan choice; interestingly,
only 59 percent were satis
fied even with so-called al
ternative John Anderson in
cluded.

Even more interesting
were the survey's findings
about how voters' positions
on the issues relate to their
candidate choices. Fifty
seven percent of those who
favored Reagan opposed a
constitutional amendment
to ban abortions, which Re
agan supports. Forty-seven
percent of Reagan's backers
supported the Equal Rights
Amendment, which he op
poses.



The traditional" model of
how voters choose candi
dates holds that the elector
ate selects those candidates
who most closely match its
posi tions on the various
questions of public policy.
That's why journalists decry
politicians who don't ad
dress themselves to "the is
sues." But "image-oriented"
politicians have discovered
that that's not what the vot
ers want. Perhaps voters
don't have the time-or the
expertise-to evaluate every
issue and learn each candi
date's position. Perhaps they
don't care enough to devote
the time. Or perhaps they
realize that politicians
routinely lie about "the is
sues," so it doesn't really
matter what their latest
empty promise is. But the
fact is that the traditional
model doesn't hold, at least
for large numbers of voters;
that's why Ronald Reagan is
supported by pro-abortion
ists and why Jphn Anderson
has been able to successfully
build his entire campaign
around an image of forth
rightness, independence,
and decency, rather than on
a set of programmatic pro
posals.

This is not to say that is
sues don't matter to voters
on the contrary. But issues
are used by voters-with the
exception of single-issue
voters - in a much more
subtle way than a simple
matching of their own po
sitions with those of the
candidates. Voters use can
didates' views to construct
broad generalizations about
those candidates. These
generalizations occur on a
variety of levels. Closest to
the traditional model-and
to single-issue voters, who
take that model to an ex
treme-are voters who use
specific issues to gauge can
didates' positions on more
general themes, such as war
vs. peace, civil liberties vs.
"law-and-order" and so
forth. In the coming cam
paign, Jimmy Carter will not
attack Ronald Reagan for
opposing SALT IIas much as

he will try to induce from
that position that Reagan is
a "hawk."

At a level of abstraction
even further removed from
the issue-by-issue approach
are ideological judgments.
Based upon a number of di
verse issues, a candidate can
be judged as "liberal," "con
servative," or ~~moderate."In
former days voters made
candidate decisions primar
ily on this basis. But begin
ning with the election of
1896 and the demise of the
Democratic Party as the
"libertarian" party-i.e. the
anti-tax, anti-tariff, anti
imperialist and pro-personal
freedom party-the lines be
tween liberal (classical lib
eral or libertarian) and con
servative (statist) as 'well as
Democrat and Republican
began to blur. (Unsurpris
ingly, voter turnout began to
decline in 1896 and has been
dropping ever since.)

In the modern era the dif
ferences between "Iiberals"
and "conservatives" have
become so small, the mish
mash of purely statist and
rhetorically libertarian po
sitions represented by those
terms has become so incohe
rent, and the few coherent
"liberal" and "conservative"
ideas have been exposed as
so bankrupt, that millions of
Americans have abandoned
the left/right political spec
trum altogether. This is par
ticularly true of liberals.
Those who, ten years ago,
would have automatically
considered themselves to be
liberals because of their con
cern fOf the poor, their re
spect for civil liberties, and
theif "dovishness" are com
ing to realize, in the midst of
the collapse of liberal poli
cies at home and abroad,
that liberalism satisfies none
of these concerns. In a
widely discussed speech at
the Americans for Demo
cratic Action Convention!
Ted Kennedy pep rally in
June, Massachusetts Senator
Paul Tsongas noted that
"liberals are losing cause
after cause ... liberalism
risks becoming a relic of the

1960s. To someone choosing
a set of values in that decade,
liberalism provided the ac
tion and the passion. Liber
als marched for civil rights
and enlisted in a war on pov
erty. We volunteered to serve
in the Peace Corps and or
ganized against the war in
Vietnam. Liberal pro
grams," Tsongas insisted,
"responded practically to
urgent needs."

Tsongas accurately noted
that "average young Ameri
can[s] ... have not grown
up confident in an ever
expanding economy," that
"they have seen stagnating
productivity, record inter
est rates, and foreign dom
inance in trade ranging
from crude oil to efficient
cars," but never wondered,
whether the liberal" corpo
rate state might be responsi
ble for those problems. To
him, "the soul of liberalism
is intact: a conviction that
government can and must
help people achieve equal
opportunity and individual
dignity." So· revivifying lib- .
eralism is just a matter of
"escap[ing] the '60s time
capsule and apply[ing] the
sound values of our past to
today's particular chal
lenges."

But the young Am~ricans

of whom Tsongas speaks are
not so sure; unlike Tsongas,
they haven't the least en
thusiasm for the candidacy
of the other liberal Mas
sachusetts Senator, Edward
Kennedy. And the propor
tion of Americans who call
themselves liberals (as of
1976, according to the Uni
versity of Michigan's Center
for Political Studies) has
reached a mere 19 percent.
Conservatism, on the other
hand, still has a little life in
it, as shown by Ronald
Reagan's nomination - al
though surveys of voter at
titudes reveal that aside
from those who call them
selves conservatives, people
vote for Reagan mainly for
lack of an alternative.

The pundits often suggest
that the political parties are
losing the loyalty of so many

because they don't stick to
their ideologies. Such pun
dits perennially call for a
realignment to produce a
Liberal party and a Conser
vative party. But they have
things backward. The de
cline in party loyalty isn't due
to the parties' lack of adher"
ence to conservatism and
liberalism; the decline in
loyalty occurs to the extent
that parties do adhere to
those ideologies! The Re
publican party is already the
conservative party - in
1976, only six percent of
Republican adherents called
themselves liberals - yet
only 20 percent of the 1978
electorate, "according to
another New York Times/
CBS News poll, identified it
self as Republican. The more
successful of the two parties
is the less ideologically ho
mogeneous. Only 26 percent
of Democratic partisans
called themselves liberals
in 1976. Were it to become
a "Liberal" party, where
would the other 74 percent
...:- the non-conservative
non-liberals- go?

George Gallup tried to an
swer that question recent
ly by asking who would sup
port "a new Center Party
that would appeal to peo
ple whose poli tical views
are middle-of-the-road,
in between those of the
Republicans and Demo
crats." Sure enough, 20 per
cent of the total sample
picked the GO~ 36 percent
picked the Democrats, and
31 percent picked the "Cen
ter Party." To Gallup, this in
dicated that a '''Center
Party' ... has wide appeal to
American voters~" But he ig
nored the significance of the
fact that, backed into his
Democratic-Republican
Center corner, 13 percent of
all Americans still had no
preference. And among in
dependents- eight percent
of whom, confronted with
this Hobson's choice, sud
denly preferred the GOP
rather than the Center Party
and ten percent of whom
became overnight Democ
rats - a whopping 25 per-
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cent steadfastly insisted that
none of the above was ac
ceptable; that, in short, they
were neither liberals, con
servatives nor moderates.
So even a left~right-center

realignment would not end
dissatisfaction with Ameri
can political "alternatives."
Nor would other recently
popular suggestions of the
establishment political com
mentators, such as giving
tax dollars to the Republi
can and Democratic parties
rather than to the candi
dates themselves; for neither
campaign finance laws, tele
vision nor any other techni
calities are responsible for
the fix the two-party system
is in. The decline of the
major parties is a reflection
of the decline of the liberal
and conservative (and mod
erate) ideologies they repre
sent. No amount of Tsongas
ian tinkering with liberal
ism (or conservatism) will
change'that situation. And
making the parities adhere
more closely to the discred
ited left-right spectrum will
only exacerbate it.

The slow death of con
ventional ideologies is also
responsible, at least in part,
for the rise of single-issue
and "thematic" (hawk vs.
dove, etc.) politics, both of
which replace ideology as a
voter's guide to how to vote.
But its most important con
sequence is the rise of "per
sonality politics," voting for
"the man, not the party"
(i.e., not the ideology). This
is how independents vote;
and it is the factor responsi
ble for John Anderson's, suc
cess.

Politicians such as Ander
son use issues to create the
most abstract generaliza
tions about themselves:
what kinds of personalities
they possess. Anderson has
not attracted voters who
agree with him about a
laundry-list of issues be
cause there is no traditional
ideology extant which could
put together such a list and
command the loyalty of a
majority, or a plurality, of
voters. He has made only a
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feeble attempt, as yet, to set
forth issue themes by convey
ing the impression that he is
a liberal on social issues and
a moderate in economic and
foreign policy. It is on the
level of imagery that Ander
son is a master. He has deftly
manipulated issues in order
to create for himself the
image of an honest, coura
geous and decent man.
When Anderson went be
fore that New Hampshire
gun club and advocated gun
control, he received his first
major burst of media adula
tion. A study by the Russell
Sage Foundation concluded
recently that the media have
been "infatuated" with An
derson ever since. Why? Be
cause that one dramatic ges
ture (supposedly) demon
strated Anderson's fine
moral fiber. And, while re
porters and journalists at
titudinally differ from the
public-at-Iarge, the success
of Libertarian candidates in
attracting media attention is
only one indication that the
primary difference is not
that they're more liberal
than the rest of us, which is
the explanation the Sage
Foundation Report gave for
Anderson's media hype.
While people in the media
tend to have "progressive"
attitudes, more often than
not those attitudes are not
wedded to liberal ideology.
Media people tend to be
much too disillusioned with
conventional ideology for
that. They are independents
who are jaded by their daily
contact with politicians. In
short, they are precisely· the
kind of people to whom An
derson's image is designed to
appeal (see "Campaign '80,"
August LR)'- intelligent,
non-ideological, disaffected
progressive independents
looking for new ideas-:-and
to whom dramatic demon
strations of like-mindedness
are especially alluring.

Ironically, the evidence
which supports Anderson's
image of intellectual honesty
is his alleged willingness to
deal with "the issues." Yet
his supporters, as previously

noted, do not base their
support on his "issue" po
sitions per se. What ac
counts for this inconsistency
is the outdated idea that
honest politicians should
address "the issues," which
was true in those long-ago
days when their positions on
those issues conformed to
ideologies which meant
something to the American
people. Since it is the media
which persistently call for "a
debate on the issues" out of
their sense of obligation to
elevate politics above its cur
rent image-orientation, they
were even more susceptible
than the general public to
being taken in by a candi
date, like Anderson, who
claimed to care only about
issues. But the proof is in the
pudding, and the fact is that
media coverage of Anderson
is just as image-oriented,
and as concerned with the
"horse-race" aspects of his
campaign, as is media cov
erage of all the other candi
dates. When it comes right
down to it, and despite their
protestations to the con
trary, the media are just as
image-oriented as other
Americans (if not more so,
since the more disillusioned
people are with convention
al politics and ideas-as are
media people - the more
likely they are to pursue per
sonality politics).

Anderson is but one
example of the importance
of political imagery and the
increasing irrelevance of is
sues as issues. Another is the
rise ofJimmy Carter in 1976
atop his image as an honest,
pious outsider. He is in such
deep political trouble now
because of the erosion of
that personal image; his res
urrection will depend upon
resuscitating that image or
devising a new one (e.g.,
"Jimmy Carter, A Solid Man
in a Sensitive Job," one of his
primary campaign slogans).
And Ted Kennedy failed be
cause he depended on his
outmoded liberal ideology,
on "the issues," even as his
image was shaped by Chap
paquiddick and the implica-

tions of untrustworthiness
played upon by the Carter

,TV campaign.
The schema presented

here-that for eighty years,
ideology in: American poli
tics has been in the process
of being supplanted by
thematic pseudo-ideology
and personal imagery,and
that voters now use issues to
confirm themes and images
rather than ideologies - is,
obviously, more simple than
the world actually is. Some
voters remain loyal to
liberalism and conservatism.
Some issues, such as war and
the draft, are important
enough to some people that
they almost assume the sta
tus of "single issues." Some
issues weigh very heavily in
many voters' minds but are
not decisive. Some voters
mix issues, themes and im
ages. Some images backfire.
But the fact remains that
these days, issues are used as
much more than items on
checklists of agreement.

The Libertarian Party, of
course, does offer a genuine
ly new ideology and ulti
mately will change the face
of American politics by vir
tue of that fact alone. One
might argue that Libertari
ans' approach should be to .
push what the voters hunger
for- the straight ideology.
But Americans are now so
used to basing political
judgments on themes and
images that Libertarians
must find a way to com
municate their ideology by
using those tools.

The Clark campaign hit
on a thematic masterstroke
by emphasizing tax cuts and
foreign nonintervention.
None of the other candi
dates is making a concerted
appeal to the "doves," which
Clark's Opinion Research
survey suggests are a size
able constituency. Further
more, Anderson and Reagan,
who favor more of the
foreign intervention which
makes conscription neces
sary, can be portrayed by
Clark as cynically appealing
to the youth vote without
having the courage to en-



gage in the re-evaluation of pull the wool over the eyes of
foreign policy really neces- the voters," said Clark.
sary to end the draft once Establishing a positive
and for all. Similarly, Rea- image, however, is more dif
gan, Clark's only competitor ficult than is constructing
on the tax-cut issue, is vul- campaign themes. One char
nerable to the charge (which acteristic Clark automati
Anderson is already mak- cally projects is intelligence
ing) of dishonestly appealing and "reasonableness." His
to tax revolt sentiment peaceful foreign policy can
without being willing to be used to reinforce that
make the necessary cuts in image, especially when con
military spending. And trasted with the foreign
there, in the· necessary link policies of Carter, Reagan
between foreign noninter- and Anderson, the latter
vention and tax cuts, lies a of whom was tarnished
more-than-philosophical by the reckless pro-Israel
unifying theme for the Clark bias he displayed during
campaign: the traditional his recent trip to the Mid
theme of the 19th Century dIe East. Another of Ander
English liberals, that opposi- son's vulnerabilities is the
tion to big government must fact that he changes posi
entail opposition to foreign tions on issues for political
adventurism. On a cam- reasons. That charge, were
paign swing through Idaho the evidence which supports
in July Clark touched on it more widely known (see
that theme, noting that Rea- "The Anderson Record,"
gan "supports a huge mil- August LR), would spell
itary spending program disaster for Anderson's cam
which centralizes the econ- . paign, since the foundation
omy and makes businesses of his image is his alleged
dependent on the govern- candor. Anderson's stance
ment," and that the GOP on Israel, his opposition to
platform calls for an im- the draft but not to foreign
mediate $15 billion to $40 interventionism, and his
billion increase· in defense waffling on nuclear power
spending as well as lower and a balanced budget leave
taxes and a balanced bud- him exposed on this count;
get. "I don't think they can when Reagan and Carter at-

tack him for it, Clark's ef
forts to convince indepen
dent Americans that he
should be their choice will
be immeasurably helped.
Thus, the elements of a very
appealing image are already
coming together in the Clark
campaign: intelligence, sen
sibility, consistency and the
courage to confront "the is
sues."

The main weakness of
Libertarian candidates is
that they might be misper
ceived as simply more ex
treme versions of Ronald
Reagan (because of his
rhetorical commitment to
freedom). The Libertarian
foreign policy will certainly
help dispel that notion- as
would emphasizing civil
liberties issues-but the lib
ertarian devotion to cutting
taxes might still be misinter
preted as typical conserva
tive selfishness and insen
sitivity. That would be catas
trophic, since it would pre
clude an appeal to Ander
son's constituency of pro
gressives disenchanted with
liberalism. But the Clark
campaign's aggressive ap
proach to the issue of pov
erty and unemployment
shows signs of taking hold,
at least among the media.

lt~ fM~ Ifl
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Tom Wicker, for one, high
lighted Libertarian opposi
tion to "'racist' minimum
wage laws that prevent the
hiring of unskilled young
blacks" as one of Clark's
major positions.

The rise of political im
agery has made television
the most important political
medium because it tells
about candidates' themes
and personalities in a most
effective manner, by show
ing images of the candidates
on the campaign trail or re
laxing at home, and pictures
of what they envision or de
plore. Only the most ac
complished political orator
- or actor, in the case of
Ronald Reagan-can afford
to go on TV and just talk.
The Clark campaign has
realized that fact and its
five-minute anti-draft com
mercial, which included vi
suals of draft protests and of
the Vietnam War, is a sign
that the libertarian move
ment may succeed in com
municating its· ideology in
an understandably anti
ideological age. D
LR summer intern Jeff Fried
man is on leave from Brown
University. He was previously
the Eastern Director of Stu
dents for a Libertarian Society.
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of opinion, and political speeches since the winter of
1979-80. But curiously-or perhaps not so curiously-one
position has hardly been expounded: non-intervention.
That is, the case for doing nothing. Not symbolic m~asures,

not oblique retaliations, not vague threats, not'verbal
doctrines, not basing and deployment schemes, but flat
nothing.

The one thing that almost anyone (doves as well as hawks,
liberals as well as conservatives) would say about Afghani
stan is that we can't "just sit on our hands." I wonder: Why
not? That sounds precisely like what we ought to be doing. If
we can't prudently do something that is directly helpful-for
example, free Afghanistan immediately, painlessly,
costlessly, and risklessly, from Soviet occupation-then we
should be making the Jeast of it, not the most. And ifwe can't
defend the Persian Gulf from halfway around the world-if
all we have, in the first resort as well as the last resort, is the
threat of blowing up the planet-then we shouid be hedging
against the deprivation of oil, not planning to start a world
war.

These are times that try the souls of non-interventionists.
The spectrum of ordinary opinion is divided: There are, of
course, the triumphant hawks. "I told you so," they crow.
Edward Luttwak, who made the case for "Seizing Arab Oil"
in Harper's in 1975 (under the pseudonym "Miles Ignotus"

24 - Latin for "The Unknown Soldier") wrote in Commen-
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tary, April 1980, with a little"strained modesty, that
Those of us who have been warning for some years that the military
balance was shifting in favor of the Soviet Union, and that the con
sequences would unfailingly become manifest in harsh reality, have
been sufficiently vindicated by events to resist the temptation of cel
ebrating successful prediction-especially since we failed to prevail
over the counsels of passivity soon enough to avert our present,
sinister, predicament. ["After Afghanistan, What?"]

The reaction of the hawks was to be expected. But it is the
liberals who have been most discomfited by Afghanistan.
First there are the chastened doves, now converted to fear
and bellicose reaction. Then there are the other doves, the
left-liberal remnant, embarrassed by the erosion of the fac
tual basis of their position and straining to find another be
nign formula for avoiding a final slide into intervention.
Worse, perhaps, than the vindictive hawks are the repentant
doves, who feel personally outraged at the Russians for
mocking their earlier notions of how the world works. "Be
trayed, yes, that's the word," complains former Senator, now
Secretary of State, Ed Muskie. Russia "just ran out on us."
George Ball, the old reliable devil's advocate of "hopeful"
diplomatic solutions, now wants bigger defense budgets,
more airlift, sealift, Marines, and bases throughout the
Middle East, revival of the draft, and urgent coercion of Is
rael into a settlement favoring pan-Islamic goals. Clark Clif
ford, who wisely persuaded Lyndon Johnson to abandon



Vietnam, is peddling American arms, and threats, around
South Asia.

The sunshine non-interventionists (those who, by the
1970s, had somehow, remarkably, acquired the wisdom and
the courage to oppose the "bad war" in Vietnam) have now
turned, with Afghanistan as a pretext. One summer, it
seems, does not make a dove; and a few doves don't make a
summer, either.

Putative critics strain at gnats to delineate some difference
in their go-along positions and the "Carter Doctrine." Here
is an editorial in the New Republic entitled "Steady, Big
Fella" (February 16, 1980): "We support many of the specific
policies that make up Carter's born-again· approach to the
Soviet Union, but we are profoundly worried by the mindset
that produced them-the· emotionalism, the inconsistency,
the moralism, the excessive swings in the president's mood
from pacific euphoria to euphoric militance.... What the
United States needs is a steady vision ... leadership-pru
dent and resolute leadership ..."

To document the point further, here is Anthony Lewis,
writing on the New York Times Op-Ed page (Februqry 14,
1980), qualifying his opposition to the Carter Doctrine,
SUpP9rting the moves but striving to maintain an intellectual
fig leaf of proportion and selectivity:
Americans have reason for concern about the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan, and reason to act against the potential threat to the

"We should try to

suppress commitments

engendered by

alliances, which are not
barriers to warbut trans

mission belts for war:'

Persian Gulf. But the action should be related to the threat. Demon
strations of a commitment in the Gulf, refusals to carryon business
as usual with the Soviets and, n10st important, action to reduce our
dependence on oil from the region: These are the kinds of steps that
make sense. What does not make sense-what will indeed drain
our economic and psychological strength-is undifferentiated
militarism ... a blank check ... hysteria ...

Even some old revisionist historians, such as David
Horowitz, who in better times decried "The Free World
Colossus," now castigate their erstwhile left-wing col
leagues, the "veterans of the old anti-war movement," for
showing "a reluctance to denounce the Soviet aggression
outright." Horowitz, in his rather forced- but logically re
quired-distinction between the "old" and the "new" Cold
Wars, congratulates himself on his appropriately new posi
tion: "Some of us condemned the Soviet invasion un
equivocally, and even welcomed the Carter Administration's
strong initial stand against it, while dissenting from the
hawkish exploitation of the crisis that followed." [Mother
Jones, May 1980]

There we have it, the liberal syndrome: applaud the
presidential actions, but"dissent" from the emotive aura,
the nasty language, the "hawkish exploitation." Some dis
sent! We may recall similar critical noises that enveloped the
Truman Doctrine in 1947: supposedly we needed the re
sponse, the commitment, but heavens! the indiscriminate
rhetoric, the "universalism," the anti-communist "hys
teria," the "blank check," the "mindset" that produced it. I
would agree with such critics that the new policy would
'eventually lead to Korea, Dullesian brinkspersonship (1
suppose you'd now have to call it), Kennedy's "finest hour"
of near-extinction in the Cuban missile crisis, and finally
Vietnam-but not because of all that dirty language in the
Truman Doctrine; rather because this country had been set,
in so many tangible ways, on an interventionist track, and
every successive challenge had a certain irresistibly attrac
tive aspect. That interventionist logic is what is being set in
place again, now that the post-Vietnam debate appears to be
resolving-or dissolving-into a fine belligerent froth. And
we are seeing again the same parade of inconsequential crit
ical nonsense, the vain attempt to maintain editorial credibil
ity in a rising sea, not so much of "hysteria"-though we
have that too- but of foolish policies and dangerous ac
tions.

Carter vs. Carter

Jimmy Carter, of course, is also a converted dove. His State
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of the Union message in January 1980 should have been
billed as "Carter vs. Carter," since the President testified
against the foreign policy of the first three years of his own
administration. That policy had been non-interventionist,
not through principle or design, but by indirection and de
fault. At Notre Dame in May 197'7, the administration was
going to select new priorities - North-South instead of
East-West, cosmic optimism instead of Spenglerian gloom,
rampant moralism instead of cynical Realpolitik. The
United States was summoned to give up its "inordinate fear
of communism"-to have it replaced, as it turned out, with a
sort of ordinate fear of communism. Foreign policy
bureaucrats could put Soviet relations on the "back burner"
(as bureaucrats are wont to do). Internal policy documents
such as "PRM;;.10" proclaimed the advent of an "Era Two,"
in which we could presumably cash in our spiritual superior
ity for strategic advantage, define ourselves into another
world. We could declare that we won the Cold War and quit.

But "revising priorities" is not foreign policy-making; it is
speech-writing. In foreign affairs, you don't revise priorities;
indeed, in a very real sense, you don't even "make" policy.
You dispose your system to respond in some real way to pos
sible challenges. And challenges there will be, but you can't
determine-Jet alone dictate-what kind, from what quar
ter, how serious, how insistent. That is for the challengers,
and they have their own priorities.

There was the first hint of nervous bellicosity in the
presidential speech of March 1978, delivered, appropriately,
at Winston-Salem, since Carter sounded like a tobacco man,
not a medicine man. The imagination soars at the very men
tion of that peculiar setting in North Carolina for Carter's
speech: Winston Salem ... "It feels good like a foreign policy
should." ... or, since at the time Carter was about to depart
on a four-day, six-capital wonder-tour arranged by Zbig
niew Brzezinski to impart some global savvy to the
president: "You can take Jimmy Carter out of the country,
but you can't take the country out of Jimmy Carter." At any
rate, a season later, there was the two-toned incoherence of
the draft Carter read at Annapolis in July 1978, offering the
Soviets a bit of confrontation and a bit of cooperation, too.

The result of all this was a sort of catatonic inaction. The
clinical definition of catatonia, by the way, is: "a syndrome
seen most frequently in schizophrenia, with mHscular rigid
ity and mental stupor, sometimes alternating with great ex
citement and confusion." Some would say that still sounds
like an apt characterization of the foreign policy of the Car
ter administration. But if we can't have deliberate and con
sistent non-intervention, we must be grateful for incompe
tence, paralysis, and the babel of many tongues.

Perhaps we should not be too surprised by the conversion
of the Carter administration, on the pretext of Afghanistan.
The liberals sooner or later become the executors of the
foreign and military policies of the Right-though always,
they assure us, reluctantl~ and always earning the contempt
of the hawks for their pains.

But what has '~fghanistan" actually proven? Contrary to
the belief and hope of the hawks, the egregious Soviet
conduct has not invalidated the case for non-intervention.
Afghanistan has simply stripped the veils from arguments
that have passed for non-interventionist but were really
evasions of choice or, worse, closet prescriptions for
selective intervention. Indeed, the I-told-you-so hawks
profit only in their selection of targets: the guilt-ridden
moralists and some of the revisionist historians, who
impugned so uniquely the motives of American leaders; the
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explained it as merely a lagged response to American
strategic provocation; those who pronounced the Soviet
Union a "status quo power," presumably so bloated and
torporous after its thirty-year global lunch that it could
hardly rouse itself for another course; the purveyors of
Pickwickian definitions of "security" that failed to include
any defensive component.

Most of those arguments would interpret "the threat" out
of existence. In the case of Afghanist'an, to those who as
serted that the Soviets were pursuing their traditional push
toward warm water ports and who saw them positioning
themselves along the flanks of the West's oil lifeline, the
others replied that they were just "rounding out a belt of
satellites" or quelling Moslem unrest that could spill over
into their own backyard. If some took Afghanistan as a
token of Russia's inexorable quest for world dominance, the
others insisted that it was merely an expression of Russia's
continuing paranoia. Some said that Moscow's move re
flected a tendency to exploit unrest along its borders, but the
others judged that the Soviets did no more than we did fif
teen years ago in Vietnam.



Actually, the "right" answer might be: all of the above. But
does it matter? I would be impertinent enough to suggest
that discerning the sources of this season's·Soviet conduct
doesn't prove a thing. For we are faced with the unfortunate
coincidence that the countries that lie in Russia's path also
happen to be part of a brittle crust ofterritory that we could
plausibly have a war about.

What matters, then, is our own propensity to intervene,
regardless of whether our intervention is holy or profane,
whether we are welcomed or not, whether our aid is begged
or disdained. What matters also is our own calculus of inter
vention-whether or not it is feasible within the constraints
that beset our system and pervade the international system.
In these respects the judgment of our recent experience re
mains that intervention is likely to be expensive, risky, and
fruitless-not in all cases, to be sure, but generally enough so
that the whole enterprise should not be undertaken.

The hawks have greeted the defections of the summer
non-interventionists as proof that the nation is belatedly
emerging from its comatose reaction to Vietnam - that
"trauma," that "failure of nerve." But they miss the point.

The real lessons of Vietnam are not the data of misplaced
pop psychology; they are the things Vietnam proved about
our system: the capabilities, the constraints (which are, in
the.last analysis, social and constitutional); its ability to re
spond, to persevere, to deliver sustained support to political
authorities in obscure, intractable, precarious conflicts; and
how much grace we will give our leaders to make good on
their promises before we politically emasculate another
president. These are objective matters and cannot be casu.,.
ally or willfully set aside. They tell whether an American
president can credibly wield the threat of military interven
tion.

"Someday, Monsieur, You Go Too Far ..."

Some critics-generally within the left-liberal segment of the
spectrum- reflecting on America's strategic predicament
and their own logical predicament, have been led to benign
and right-minded but essentially wishful calls for a new deal
with the"Russians, new rules of the game. (Able exponents of
this position have been Richard Barnet in the Washington
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Post on January 20, 1980 and the New York Times Op-Ed
page on March '7, 1980, and Arthur Cox in Newsday on
January 6, 1980.) ,

Sure, deals ... But what would they consist of? Any imag
inable starting point would be post-Afghanistan (some
would call that the "someday-Monsieur-you-go-too-far"
position), and the end would be a crass condominium of the
two superpowers. They would be Nixon-Kissinger"-type
deals, to wit: we let you run your part of the world, you let us
run ours. And we would still need the threat of American
force to make them stick.

Actually, there's nothing particularly new about deals.
Nixon and Kissinger thought they had a deal with the Rus
sians, in Moscow 1972 and San Clemente 1973; it didn't last
much beyond the Mideast war of October 1973. And the ob
session with impressing upon our adversaries certain
"codes" of conduct has, from the start, characterized the
approach of Zbigniew Brzezinski: "What we have to estab
lish is that the rules of the game have to be the same for both
sides." (Interview by Elizabeth Drew, The New Yorker, May
1, 1978.) The kind of deal envisaged by Brzezinski inevitably
incorporates the aspect of linkage-the contrived relation of
various functional categories of the adversary's behavior
and the American response: the balance of strategic nuclear
forces, political and military ambitio"ns in other regions of
the world, trade and investment and technology, and the
practice of human rights. Several administrations have been
looking for ways to multiply linkages in order to re-establish
American control over the conduct of other nations. The
Carter administration first repudiated, then espoused link
age, but with a twist that reversed the emphasis of the
Nixon-Kissinger regime. Nixon and Kissinger had at
tempted to entangle the Soviets in 'a web of useful commer
cial contacts that would not easily be broken for the sake of
strategic opportunism. Carter and Brzezinski turned linkage
from a carrot into a stick. .

I say the less linkage the better. In a world interlaced with
risks of nuclear destruction, where geopolitics is becoming a
prohibitively expensive game, we should be looking for ways
to de-link: to minimize provocations; to let regional con
flicts burn themselves out; to suppress commitments engen
dered by alliances (which in reality are not barriers to war
but transmission belts for war). We ought to "decouple" one
stage of escalation from another, cutting the chain from
conventional war to a strategic nuclear exchange. We should
compartmentalize the world's troubles, for there will be
many. We should de..;link international functions such as
trade, communications, cultural affairs, and yes, even
sports, from matters of "high strategy." Indeed, we should
keep "the national interest" out of the affairs of citizens and
their private organizations. As Libertarians could have
pointed out, the trouble with international as well as domes
tic politics is that, on both sides of the cold war, cliques that
call themselves governments presume that they can appro
priate and manipulate the activities of those who happen to
live within their borders.

My formula would not exclude such specific and delim
ited compacts as a strategic arms limitation treaty. The case
for SALT II-though never perfectly satisfying-is actually
stronger now, objectively. The less we can trust others' con
duct, the more we need a yardstick to calibrate it. But the
best strategic moves are those we could make independently,
to curtail expensive, destabilizing weapons systems such as
the MX land-based missile and the long-range cruise
missiles. Such moves must make sense on their own terms. If

28 they do, we don't need Russian reciprocity.
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"Ifwe can't have con-
sistentnon-intervention,

then we mustbegrate-
ful for incompetence,

paralysis, and the
babel oftongues:'

With respect to American allies and clients, this is my
prescription: disengagement for us, self-reliance for others.
Others seem to understand this, much better than Ameri
cans. One who is in the line of fire is President Zia ul-Haq of

'Pakistan. He well knows that those who might have de
pended on the United States must now make up deficiencies
in their own defensive posture, and perhaps simultaneously
make some intelligent accommodation with powerful
neighbors: "Given the new power equation in the world,
self-reliance will be the key to our survival as a nation.... If
you have, to live in the sea, says an old proverb, you have to
learn to live with the whales." (Newsweek, January 14,
1980.) Accordingly,Zia spurned the belated, desperately
proffered American military aid package.

Finally, if we cannot dominate the present sources of our
economic necessities, particularly energy, we must be pre
pared to substitute, to tide over, to ride out other countries'
political manipulation of resources. But, contrary to the
wisdom of many who are friendly to the non-interventionist
position, this should not mean ce'ntral "planning" and
coerced conservation. We should allow our private commer
cial organizations to deal abroad as long as they are able, on
whatever business terms they can get, commodity by com
modity. And we should take advantage of the flexibility and
intelligence that markets (even partially rigged markets) can
provide, and the relatively smooth adjustments that the
price mechanism can help to mediate.·

In short, the trick is to learn to live in a world without
deals, without rules- an asymmetrical world, an unfair
world, if you will. Bleak as it may sound, we should observe
a code of conduct that is constructive for ourselves, even if it
is' not reciprocated. For the key to a policy of non
intervention that is consistent enough to withstand a few
tests by the Soviets and others in the months and years to
come is acceptance of the costs of non-intervention.

Political Pornography

It's strange that the self-described "hardliners" rarely resort
to equally hard data about the costs-and thus the attrac
tiveness and feasibility- of the strategic moves they urge
upon the American people. Never any numbers: with them
it is all nouns, adjectives, and verbs - psychological
metaphors, epic poetry, such as Norman Podhoretz's "undif
ferentiated fear, loathing, and revulsion," "native anti
Americanism," "self-hatred," and the like. Literary critics
have become our mentors, our chaplains and confessors, in
matters of national security and resource allocation.



But the real argument has always been about the requi
sites of peace in a nuclear age. More precisely, how can we
gain for ourselves an interval of peace in an age of
worldwide political, social, and economic chaos, but also an
age of nuclear parity and nuclear "plenty" (to use Kissinger's
perversely appealing term)? Those who search for these
requisites of peace are not therefore a bunch of finks and
faggots-as Podhoretz slyly intimated two years ago, in an
article called "The Culture of Appeasement" (Harper's, Oc
tober 1977) that has become a modern classic of political
pornography.

I would not want to bat at that pathological wicket. The
obsession with"culture" misses all the critical features of the
situation, not just the strategic ones but the truly moral ones
as well. What is relevant is not culture but structure.

That is, "isolationism" is the point, but the concept has to
be endowed with more tangible meaning and more contem
porary significance. It means, first, that we might have to
"let" some countries be dominated, in the next decade or so,
by our adversaries or their supposed proxies. And then, we
might have to tell some importunate clients that they are on
their own, that they will have to muster what internal sup
port and scrape up what other external support they can to
repel attack and repress subversion.

This may not be a very sympathetic position to hold. But
the essential word in this formulation is not any of the long
ones; it is the word "let." For if anything must change-if
anything is in fact changing-it is the ability of the United

States to do something effective about the rest of the world,
and the presumption that we ought to do something to pre
vent one kind of outcome and promote another. That, I
think, is the structural significance of what our false elites
diagnose as a disease of the American spirit. And that is why
the problems we face at this historic juncture are even more
substantial, and the real alternatives are even more stark,
than are posited by the sponsors of the new American Kul
turkampf (there! at least one of those words can be spelled
with a "k").

Rust or Explode

Who will still argue, "after Afghanistan," for a smaller mili
tary force and a reduced defense budget? Even George Ken-:
nan, whose sage (and safe) call for "mature statesmanship"
was so gratefully received, hastens to grant the hawks the
only practical measure of ability and intent: "These words
are not meant to express opposition to a prompt and effec
tive strengthening of our military capabilities relevant to the
Middle East." As for the "big stick," he asks, "who could ob
ject?" Well, I could, for one. The case for military reductions
is no worse than it was five years ago, when it was a lot more
respectable and the defense budget was a lot lower; it isn't
the Russians who have changed. And the case for arms ex
pansion is no better now, suddenly, than it ever was. There
are still only two things weapons can do: rust or explode-
and we must pray that they rust. 29
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What are the costs of defending the latest areas of Ameri
can commitment-Southwest Asia, the Indian Ocean, and
the Persian Gulf-againstSoviet penetration and interdic
tion? How do they fit into the larger pattern of American
strategic expenditure? And how do we get a "handle" on this
relationship? First of all, the defense budget request of the
Carter administration for fiscal year 1981 is $159 billion. At
least partially "because of" Afghanistan and related chal
lenges, the only debate in sight, with regard to this and fu
ture defense budgets, is between the five-percenters and the
eight- or ten-percenters. Just an average of these tendencies,
on top of a plausible expectation of inflation, gives us 20
percent annual increases-a defense budget of $329 billion
by 1985, and over eight hundred billion dollars a year by the
end of the decade. We already spend from $25 billion to $35
billion a year to support our interests in the Middle East, as
part of the roughly 70 percent of our defense budget that
goes, directly or indirectly, to defend other countries.

A strange thing has been happening to me lately, in pres
enting these kinds of figures-which might be taken as a
token of the changing times. I find myself challenged by the
hawks to spell out the costs ofnon-intervention-in effectto
specify the costs of peace. Now I don't mind the burden of
proof, but 1don't know why the unique burden should be on
those who would avoid war, to prove that we won't lose any
thing or that we can stand the loss ofwhatever the hawks are
urging us to fight for. Presumably the hawks believe that de
terrence is perfect so there won't be any costs of war, and that
deterrence is free-a sort of "public good"-so the incre
mental costs of war preparation will be zero. They would
take every plausibly threatened country, every possible loss
of American interests-trade, investment, strategic position
-sum them up, and multiply by a probability of 1.0 (that is,
the certainty of total loss if we failed to defend).

To be fair, why shouldn't we throw the costs of war and
war preparation into the balance against the costs of what
we might lose if we' failed to defend and "the worst" hap
pened? On one side, aggressive deterrence-say, the Carter
Doctrine, or even more-and the chance of a minor regional
war and a major nuclear war besides, plus the constant costs,
year in and year out, of additional defense preparations; on
the other side, the chance of a Soviet invasion or a Soviet
sponsored coup, followed by the denial of oil and other ma
terials. On both sides, you have monstrously large amounts,
in the tens of trillions of dollars, multiplied by rather small
percentages of probability. We are comparing, not precise
quantities, but orders of magnitude; not absolutely certain
costs, but "expected losses"-that is, costs cut by the frac
tional probability of their occurrence.

Surprisingly, when you do these calculations, the "ex
pected losses" of war and peace are about equal. But what
does that prove? Not much. In the last analysis, the costs of
defending or abstaining are incommensurate: One way, we
edge perceptibly closer to the devastation of nuclear war; the
other way we may invite circumstances in the distant future
where we live less well-but live. (The casualties of a general
nuclear war might be 125 million Americans and the casuaL
ties. of even a conventional regional war might be 50,000 to
100,000.) With absention, we might be colder and poorer;
with intervention we would be a lotwarmer-in fact rather
toasty - and we'd'lose the oil anyway, and much, much
more.

Naturally, there are also some important intangibles that
attach to the choice of peace or war. If we were to insist on
peace even at the cost of appearing to default on our com
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our security protection, the dissolution of alliances, the loss
of American control, a "looser" international system. That
could be unnerving-if it weren't for the fact that it is hap
pening anyway as surely as the law of entropy. On the other
side, the preparation for war will be costly, in private and
public welfare foregone, constitutional processes distorted,
citizens and their assets mobilized, bodies and minds re
gimented. Those costs are borne year in and year out,
whether this or that intervention is a quagmire or a piece of
cake.

Isolationism

One of the bizarre items in the sociology of foreign policy is
that so many manifestations of American opinion are'
labeled "isolationist." But the logic of non-intervention is
ill-understood, even by those who are assailed by the defense
claque for their pusillanimity. Those "ex-Carter aides,"
those "closet McGovernites" of the overheated imagination
of Evans and Novak, those recent waves of boat people flee
ing the newly pugnacious administration, the losers of the
Special Olympics of bureaucratic rivalry (the only Olympics
we've had this year) still speak in carefully hedged code
words, either so shallow or so contradictory as to be incon
sequential for hard policy choice or contingent national ac
tion. In a typical statement (this one from a press conference
on the Carter Doctrine by john J. Gilligan and Paul C.
Warnke, as officers of "New Directions," reported in the
Washington Post, February 20,1980), they decry the "emo
tional pursuit of security through military means." They
would include "economic, political and diplomatic as well
as military components." In fact, they approve all manner of
military measures-conventional forces, lift, instruments of
deterrence-as long as these do not qualify as "massive."
They do not deny security threats, only the "oversimplified
view of security threats."

What does all this counter-rhetoric entail? Either nothing
or anything-and that's just the trouble. It is posturing:.-or,
in the parlance of Madison Avenue, "positioning"-not pol
icy. It is not non-interventionism, let alone "isolationism."
Indeed, the trouble with the quasi-non-interventionists, and
the source of their inevitable conversion, the reason their ar
guments wither or freeze or whatever in the plains and hills
of an Afghanistan, is not that they are too isolationist, but
that they are not isolationist enough. '.

Not so long ago-and perhaps still, in the twilight 'of lib
eral policy analysis- one could win points by positing an
important distinction, and consequently an essential choice,
between the politics of "primacy" and the politics of '~world
order"-the title, in fact, of Stanley Hoffmann's most recent
book. First year law students might call this a distinction
without a difference. In fact, the kind of "world order" con
genial to the liberal internationalists, the "managed inter
dependence'" cherished by the would-be global architects of
Council on Foreign Relations study groups, depends on the
assertion of American primacy. Indeed, it is virtually
synonymous with it, though sometimes attractively dis
guised by a few "North-South" tassels and a bit of "world's
commons" embroidery. Making a common cause out of
other people's business not only justifies but promotes intru
sive and even aggressive state conduct.

That should bring us- to a sense of our real choices at this
poignant moment. It is easy to note, and regret, America's
defeats and defaults of. the past decade. It is harder to see
that, in the aftermath of '~fghanistan"(the emblem for the
half-dozen or dozen challenges and probes that America has



fielded and fumbled), the comfortable middle options have
dropped away. We are left with the classic dilemma of the
mature imperial power.

The liberals had better stop calling names, because the
only alternative now to the official strategy of resuscitated
military interventionism-as the Administration lapses into
Cold War II (or into a cold war that really never ended)-is
an "isolationist" foreign policy.

Adjustment

The largest question in the desultory, inconclusive public
debate we are now having-that "great debate," disguised as
often as represented by a succession of surrogate issues-is
whether time and situation have outrun the thirty-year
American foreign policy paradigm of deterrence and al
liance, and whether a new orientation might be demanded.
There would have to be an entirely new paradigm - a
counter-paradigm- not just another oscillation within the
old one.

Actually, a "methodological" issue is at stake here. Using
the new paradigm, we would adjust our policies to evolving
circumstances and shifting parameters, rather than try to
shape those circumstances and move those parameters-or
to affect the luxury of avoiding them. We would ask a differ
ent kind of question: not whether intervention is justified in
terms of American interests (of course it sometimesis, but
that is increasingly beside the point). We have to ask whether
an object of our intervention is part of the irreducible core of
our security. If it is, then I suppose we have "no choice." But
if we can live without something-and in most situations, on
cool reflection, we can-then we have to evaluate the costs
and benefits of intervention, not just in that specific case, but
more generally the costs of maintaining in perpetuity the
means to execute interventions across a whole spectrum of
technology and geography, since challenges will not occur in
convenient forms and convenient places. And we had better
begin to recognize which situations are which.

When we look at America's situation in this way-in
terms of the objectives and constraints-we see that the
cost-benefit ratio of attempts at control is tilting: it is costing
more to achieve less. And the domestic acceptibility ratio
the costs and sacrifices and risks measured against the ex
tent and probability of foreseen gains-is also tilting, in the
opposite direction: the public will not pay as much, even if
promised the same results.

The policies and actions of state are the output of our
total system, not the imagined or promised responses of a
handful of elites that purport to represent that system. Or
dinary Americans might make some initial errors in repos
ing trust in and delegating power to their leaders, but they
are constantly evaluating the question of whether the game
is worth the candle. Not whether it is worth playing at all, in
some absolute sense, but whether it is worth the requisite
candle-power. The underlying question about "foreign" pol
icy in our time is, therefore, whether American leaders can
count on their own people to generate this candle-power
and not in placid and untested moments, but in critical mo
ments of challenge and stress. That is why accusations of
"failure of nerve" and invocations of "will" are so shallow
and misleading. "Will" is not something foreign policy
players can summon and shape and project, but is the com
plex of domestic constraints, which are not subject to their
control at all. These domestic constraints, in the last
analysis, are as "foreign" and inaccessible as the recalcitrant
behavior of other countries.

"Peace for our time"

There is no doubt that the non-interventionist cause suffers
from a lack of appealing labels. But let's be honest about it:
Non-intervention does borrow from such antecedents as
"isolationism'" (if this is understood as disengagement),
"Fortress America" (what else?), '~merica First" (now that
was a coalition - from Norman Thomas to Charles
Lindbergh), even Neville Chamberlain's "peace for our
time" (how much worse is that than Richard Nixon's "gen
eration of peace"?-and Afghanistan, too, is "a far-off coun
try about which we know nothing").

In his celebrated diatribe on appeasement, Norman
Podhoretz said: "I have been struck very forcibly by certain
resemblances between the United States today and Great
Britain in the years after the first world war." He reckoned,
in that temporal analogy the hawks use as a benchmark of
our own situation, that we had reached "193'7." Two years
later, if we have really reached "1939," we should re-think
World War II, not prepare to fight World War III. You don't
have to consider the Russians as cute Koala bears- just
imagine Hitler with nukes. Who would fight and who would
negotiate? Who would be the villains and who the heroes?
The brave and the dead? Who would be ready to put 125
million of his fellow citizens' lives on the line to defend his
own "values"?

If we have to find more positive images for non
intervention, maybe we should call it a kind of realism, even
national maturity, in an evolving strategic universe. Call it
learning to live in the world as it is, not as our leaders fan
tasize it to be. Call it minding our own business better, and
becoming clearer about what that business is, and isn't. Call
ita prescription for survival-for ourselves, at least, though
perhaps for others, too-for another generation, just one
generation at a time.

And if we need more rhetorical support, let it be from our
proud and sensible native tradition. It was John Quincy
Adams, as Secretary of State (an ardent continental expan
sionist, incidentally, one of the architects of the present
American territorial state) who said, on the Fourth of July,
1821, speaking against intervention to help the Greeks
throw off Turkish rule: ''America ... goes not abroad in
search of monsters to destroy. She is the well-wisher to the
freedom and independence of all. She is the champion and
vindicator only of her own."

As President Carter looks out over the world, he sees
"turmoil, strife and change." There's nothing wrong with his
eyesight, but there is something wrong with his vision. For
he assumes (and this is the heart of interventionism) that
"the state of our union depends on the state of the world." In
a way, of course, that proposition is a truism. But with the
world increasingly out of our control, it is time we made it
less true. D

Earl C. Ravenal, a former official in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, is Professor of International Relations at the
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The Nation, Foreign Policy, Foreign Affairs, and The Libertarian
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Learning from America's Foreign Policy Failures, has just been pub
lished by Temple University Press. Professor Ravenal is foreign
policy advisor to Ed Clark in his Libertarian campaign for the
presidency. This article contains passages which have also been
printed in the author's article "Doing Nothing" in Foreign Policy,
Summer 1980.
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Over the past century, a tide of bureaucratic
tyranny has swept over the U.S., depositing
an alphabet-soup conglomeration of
federal agencies-ICC, FTC, FDA, CAB,
EEOC, EPA, OSHA, CPSC - upon the
average businessman and citizen.

However, this overregulation of Ameri
can life, with its estimated $100 billion
annual cost in money and inestimable'cost
in liberty, has sparked an even stronger tide
of anger and resentment against govern-

,ment, a tide that is threatening now to
overwhelm the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC).

The FTC, a $60 million agency with
some 1,750 employees, was created in 1914;
its power has steadily expanded over the
years. It is now divided into three bureaus:
Consumer Protection (advertising and
business practices), Competition (anti
trust), and Economics (industry reports).

In 1969, the American Bar Association
(ABA) concluded that the FTC should
either be reformed or abolished. This and
other criticism led to a drastic overhaul of
the commission in the early '70s, changing
its personnel, redirecting its purpose, and
expanding its power.

The commission's activist revival was
strengthened by the 1977 appointment of

Michael Pertschuk, a former aide to Senator Warren
Magnuson, as FTC chairman. Pertschuk pledged to be
"bold, innovative, and risk-taking." And ·it is for risky
innovations that the FTC has since invited attack.

Its most dramatic initiative is its proposal to regulate
children's advertising, which one industry lobbyist called,
with little overstatement, "perhaps the most blatant
example ever of unsubstantiated bureaucratic overreaching
and misuse of investigative power."

Indeed, it is this rule-making proceeding that has crys
tallized the opposition to the FTC, since, according to
University of Virginia law professor Ernest Gellhorn, this
"worst case provides a virtual catalog of the deficiencies
often argued to be present in other FTC actions: a confused
and confusing program is proposed even though it is
inadequately supported and may be beyond the agency's
authority or, for that matter, government's responsible role;
although the rule is likely' to have a profound impact on an
industry, that possibility is not seriously evaluated and the
proposal is passed with emotion and enthusiasm but with
little attention to the basic requirements of fair play."

The FTC staff, in its 346-page report, recommended that
all TV ads directed at children under the age of eight be
banned; all ads for sugared products directed at children
under the age of twelve be banned; and advertisers of highly
sugared products be forced to fund health and nutritional
messages.

The proposals are unprecedented, since the FTC is not
dealing with advertising that can in itself be called deceptive.
(The agency once tried to force Canada Dry to change its
trade mark, as deceptively implying that its products were
made in Canada.) Rather, the alleged problem, for which the
advertisers would be held responsible, lies with those who
are receiving the advertising.

The proposed regulations are built upon the claim that
children are not sophisticated enough to understand the
selling purpose of the ads. This contention is dubious at best
- the evidence suggests that children are quite skeptical
about advertisements.

More important, banning ads would trample over free
dom of speech, and expressly empower bureaucrats to de
cide what information people were able to "cope with,"
and therefore what information they would, and would not,
be permitted to receive. Indeed, the regulations would be an
open invitation for the government to attempt to be a
guardian for anyone else who the bureaucrats believe,
because of excessive trust, gullibility, or naivete, is incapable
of making the "right" decisions.

The proposed rules also would interfere with the ability of
children to develop, and of parents to guide the child's
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development. Indeed, banning ads would arbitrarily
over-"protect" children from the real world, causing other
problems.

Moreover, the real receivers of the advertising are the par
.ents-they are the ones who actually buy the toys, decide
on the meals, and control the use of the television set. They,
and not some officious public intermeddlers, are uniquely
qualified to judge the individual needs, desires, and
sophistication of their own children, and to respond
accordingly.

Banning ads for sugar products is even more ludicrous.
Ads, of course, do not cause tooth decay or malnutrition
inadequate dental care and bad eating habits do. If
individuals are no longer responsible for eating sugared
foods, then presumably they are no longer responsible for
eating cholesterol or salt-rich foods, or using risky products,
such as motorcycles. Thus, the logical next step would be to
suppress virtually every form of commercial expression that
encourages anything one of our self-proclaimed guardians
thinks is bad for us (and indeed, petitions have already been
filed with the FTC to ban advertising of salted foods, ice
cream, and hamburgers).

The final proposal, to require sugar-food companies to
fund "goodnutrition" ads is also unfair, since the companies
do not cause nutritional problems and have no responsibility
to tell individuals what to eat. Indeed, the principle could as
easily be applied to ice cream producers and car manufac
turers.

This arrogant elitism-the belief that those annointed by
God to protect the rest of us should have the power to mold
us into their own image- and its threatening assault on
freedom of choice and speech are not confined to children's
TV ads, however.

For example, the FTC is nearing the conclusion of its
seven-year implementation of industry-wide advertising
rules. The proposed rules include requiring drug companies
to include in their ads. all warnings carried on the product's
label; prohibiting advertising saccharin products unless
saccharin's alleged health hazards are described; forcing
advertisers to use medical terms, like sinusitis,. instead of
colloquial expressions, like runny nose; regulating dis
cussions of fat and cholesterol; strictly curbing the use of
the terms "natural," "organic," and "health food"; and
prohibiting advertisements with a nutrient claim unless
there is a description of the nutrient composition and value
in terms of the U.S. government recommended daily
allowances.

However, there has been no evidence of industry-wide
deception. Apparently the FTC, by forcing advertisers to say
certain things, is attempting to restructure a diverse and
competitive field along its own paternalistic lines.

In fact, in reaction to severe criticism, the FTC announced
in early April that it was dropping its attempts to force
nutrition information into ads, and was reducing its plans to
control the use of "health food," "natural," and "organic,"
and discussions of cholesterol.

But the FTC has not been content simply to make it
dangerous to say anything meaningful in advertisements;
the FTC deputy director of the Bureau of Consumer
Protection, Tracy Westen, acknowledges that he is investi
gating "the nonverbal, noncognitive, pictorial" messages in
commercials. In his view, ads with people smiling, laughing,
or playing in the surf could be found to be deceptive if it was
determined that they deluded people into thinking the
product would make them happier or healthier.

Of course, FTC officials admit that it is difficult to agree

on the meaning of a picture. Therefore, they are exploring
the use of panels of consumers or media experts to judge the
meaning of ads, and the possibility of gaining access to
company studies of consumer reactions to the ads. This
proposal would expand FTC power even further.

Up until the revitalization of the commissionin the 1970s,
the FTC spent much of its resources· attacking relatively
picayune and frivolous matters. Lowell Mason, a former
commissioner who dissented more often than all previous
commissioners combined, wrote a book about the abuses of
the FTC in 1959: The Language of Dissent. Among others,
he cited the1955 case in which the FTC ordered a Japanese
sewing machine importer to change its "Made In Japan"
label (which had previously been approved by the Bureau of
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Cust'oms of the· Treasury Department). To insure that
consumers were not deceived as to the place of origin, the
FTC decided that the letters should be one-sixteenth of an
inch larger and a different color.

To so protect the "public interest" the FTC sent seven
attorneys to make 79 investigations involving 38 trips to 27
different cities, as well as sending its prosecutor and hearing
examiner to three different cities forhearings, and hiring
court reporters for each hearing.

The FTC has also angered many groups by attempting to
. control their business practices. For example, it originally

proposed industry-wide rules for the funeral industry,
including detailed disclosure and price itemization stan
dards, as well as requirements to give information over the
phone and not to disparage cheaper. merchandise.

The commission finally dropped these proposals last
spring. Chairman Pertschuk later admitted that some FTC
staffers had had a "vendetta" against the funeral industry.

Similarly, the FTC has sought to control the business
practices of the used-car market. The suggested rules, five
years in the making, would require that dealers display
information on an automobile's' condition and defects,
estimated costs of repair, prior ownership and uses, and
warranties, if any.

These rules are a reaction to what the FTC estimates are
the approximately 10 percent of the consumers who have
trouble with used cars, trouble ranging from undisclosed
defects to misunderstandings over warranties (and for which
there are other legal remedies). Thus, the added cost of
inspection and disclosure-estimates of which range from
$15 to $30 according to the consumer-oriented Center for
Auto Safety, through 3 to 4 percent of the vehicle's cost
according to the FTC, to $200 to $600 according to used car
dealers-would be involuntarily added to everyon~'s bill.

Moreover, most used car dealers, who depend upon
reputation and credibility to build up a clientele, already list
defects and offer warranties. It is this pressure, not federal
rules that may be circumvented by the dishonest, that best
protects consumers. But the FTC's staff report specifically
attacked the idea of dealers relying upon reputation, despite
its competitive value for consumers.

Finally, the Commission, after five years of preparation,'
adopted in December 1978 a rule requiring vocational
schools to refund tuition to students who drop courses,
created a 14-day "cooling-off period" during which the
student may receive a full refund, and set specific disclosure
requirements. The refund rule, in particular, would have
significantly increased the costs to those students who
completed their courses.

The Second Circuit Court of Appeals summarily over
turned the regulations. Citing numerous "procedural and
substantive errors," the Court found that the FTC had failed
to comply with the legislation that created it, by not
specifically defining abusive acts or practices, by promulgat
ing remedies not rationally related to its goals, and by
instituting requirements that were both inaccurate and
incomplete.

However, though the so-called consumer protection
activities generally draw the greatest public attention,
according to one Congressional observer, the FTC's
"greatest powers and greatest threat could come from its
antitrust side. The FTC now has the authority and the ability
to reshape the American economy."

Under Chairman Pertschuk, the FTC is threatening to do
just that. In November, 197'7, Pertschuk announced his new
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structure consistent with the nation's (meaning his)
democratic, political, and social norms, to preserve the
"human side" in business, and to consider "social and
environmental concerns."

This gibberish is simply an attempt to justify the FTC in
destroying consumer choice and. restructuring the economy
as it sees fit. Thus, even if a company is satisfying consumer
demand by providing superior products at lower prices, the
FTC may impose some arbitrary, and less satisfying,
alternative.

Unfortunately, this threat is very real. For example, the
FTC is now considering issuing a rule barring oil company
ownership of some classes of oil pipelines. As bad as the
proposed rule is, the more significant issue, is the FTC's
unprecedented attempt to issue rules in the antitrust field.
Such authority, to control industry-wide prices and
economic structure, involves awesome economic power.

Indeed, the FTC has been a strong supporter of a
"no-fault" antitrust law, which would punish "good," as
well as "bad," companies. This, too, would greatly expand
the commission's power to remold the econom~

Even without these tools, the FTC frequently has
attempted to punish a company for being too successfuL For
example, the FTC believes that some company trademarks
become so successful that they inhibit competition, and
therefore should be divested from the company. Thus, the
FTC is seeking to revoke American Cynamid Corporation's
"Formica" trademark, arguing that is has become a
synonym for plastic laminate (however, Formica now
supplies only 40 percent of the market, down from its
original 100 percent).

This case follows the Borden ReaLemon case, in whichthe
FTC decided that the trademark exercised a "magnetic pull
on the consumer," thereby giving Borden an unfair
advantage. (The theory is that the trademark allowed
Borden to charge a little more than its competitors, thus
allowing it to drastically cut prices, thereby pushing their
prices below cost; since Borden was under no "compulsion"
to respond to its competition, it had illegally maintained its
monopoly. So goes antitrust logic!) This "magnetic pull"
actually comes from the fact that trademarks embody the
company's reputation for quality, providing valuable
information to consumers. Arbitrarily divesting trade
marks, besides violating property rights, will lessen the
incentive of companies to develop identifiable quality
reputations.

The FTC has also pursued, since 1972,a unique antitrust
attack on the three major cereal companies-Kellogg Co.,
General Foods, and General Mills-that account for 82
percent of the cereal sold. The FTC is seeking either to break
them up or to license their major brand names to competi
tors. These companies were chosen for political reasons
former FTC staffer Charles E. Mueller has admitted, "I
didn't pick the auto or petroleum industry because they have
too much political clout. The cereal industry didn't have the
political muscle to muddy the water."

There is no evidence of company misconduct; the FTC is
simply claiming that the companies maintain a "shared
monopoly" through product proliferation (providing
consumers with more choices) and advertising (providing
consumers with more information). Thus, the companies
are to be punished for being too successful. They have
satisfied the demands of a diverse population for many
goods at low cost, but the FTC has decided that more
companies, though perhaps with fewer products at a higher
cost, is what Americans really need, and therefore will have.



A similar case has been filed against Du Pont Co~, which
provides 42 percent of the titanium-dioxide paint pigment,
for being a monopoly. The FTC wants to hold the company
culpable because it expanded production at a low price to
meet consumer demand, thereby maintaining its market
share (somehow, consumers should prefer fewer goods at
higher prices).

Finally, Pertschuk has talked of resuscitating the Robin
son-Patman Act, which has lain dormant over the past
decade. Termed "horrendous" by Gellhorn, this statute
basically prevents "price discrimination," that is, selling
similar goods for different prices to different customers.
Since this Act actually contradicts the Sherman Antitrust
Act, no one can do business at all without violating one law
or the other. This makes all businessmen into lawbreakers,
and which ones the FTC wishes to prosecute can therefore
be selected by arbitrary standards.

The FTC has also consistently conducted media trials of
businesses. Chicago economist Yale Brozen notes, "The FTC
has come up with the technique of unilaterally deciding
what is deceptive, conducting a trial by press release, and
demanding that the advertisers run ads admitting the
deception. The burden of proving innocence is left to the
advertiser, if he can survive the trial by ... accusation and
publicity-a complete turnabout from our judicial system,
in which an· accused is regarded as innocent until proven
guilty."

Not infrequently, the FTC is found to be wrong; however,
the publicity war can be devastating. In the summer of 1978,
the FTC released a disputed evaluation of whole-life
insurance, which greatly affected some companies' sales.
Insurance companies found it hard to present their side of
the controversy.

And among the most abused practices has been the FTC's
information requests, some of which even the FTC admits
were both costly and vague. According to the Wall Street
Journal, "[t]he Commission's famous 'fishing expeditions'
... [depart] freely from the legal principal that subpoenas
should state clearly what law violation has allegedly
occurred. The agency has had a great appetite for the private
files of the private sector in its search for litigation and
publicity."

Finally, the FTC spends hundreds of thousands of
taxpayer dollars to fund an intervener program, under
which representatives of the "public interest" (primarily
those who agree with the commission) are paid to testify
before it. For example, the FTC paid $336,000 to witnesses
who favored restricting children's advertising.

These and other abuses have created an army of

The FTC ma.1{es all
businessmen crimi

nals, then prosecutes
them selectively.

adversaries intent upon controlling the commission. Judicial
scrutiny is being increased; Gellhorn notes that "surprising
numbers" of the FTC's actions are being reversed on appeal,
and "judicial c~nfidence in commission processes is at a low
ebb." One example of this heightened scrutiny is District
Court Judge Gerhard A. Gesell's decision barring Pertschuk
from further regulation of children's advertising because of
his predetermined position. Though overturned on appeal,
the higher court did uphold review for such bias.

However, the most significant attack on the FTC has
occurred in Congress, where the FTC's disparate opponents
have coalesced to create tremendous pressure for restricting
the FTC. In fact, the FTC has been getting along on only
interim funding for two years, because of continuous,
though then unsuccessful, attempts to regulate it.

The funding bill adopted late this spring imposes a variety
of controls, which fall into two categories. The first consists
of an amalgam of a dozen specific restrictions, such as
halting rule-making proceedings on children's advertising
and the auto industry, stripping the FTC of authority to
cancel a trademark or take antitrust action against
agricultural co-ops, and restricting the FTC's use of the
subpoena. The second allows a congressional veto of any
FTC rule or industry-wide decision.

These restrictive measures have won support even within
the liberal, consumer-oriented, community-from Sentaor
George McGovern, for example - and they present an
important opportunity to rethink the entire concept of a
"national nanny."

Private codes of conduct can, and do, protect consumers.
For example, the Television Code of the National Associa
tion of Broadcasters regulates-voluntarily-the conduct of
broadcasters. Indeed, the industry itself has reacted to the
pressure from the anti-children's advertising groups by
prohibiting host-selling (where the star plugs the product),
cutting the volume of children's advertising, and controlling
the advertisement of vitamins, toys, and certain foods.

But the greatest protection for the consumer comes from
competition, with the incentive to expose any fraudulent
and inaccurate claims of competitors. Former FTC commis
sioner Lowell Mason reflected on his experience with
complaints of false advertising: "For the most part, the
government wins because competition fights its battle for it.
The greatest protection against false claims is the rivalry
among merchants for the consumer's dollar."

Of note is a 1973 survey by the Marketing Sciences
Institute, which found that 64 percent of the public
preferred private solutions (consumer activities, consumers
individually, and business) compared to 19 percent who
preferred government solutions, when asked which group
should be primarily responsible for getting consumers a fair
deal. In fact, consumer activists and government consumer
affairs personnel also prefer private solutions, by margins of
62 percent to 27 percent and 50 percent to 35 percent,
respectively.

The FTC has become a force unto itself-lawmaker,
prosecutor, jury, judge, and parole officer-busily substitut
ing the personal whims of its officials for the decisions of
consumers. Indeed, what these officials seem to detest most
is individualism, diversity, and a competitive system that
allows people to succeed. It is time to consider abolishing
this run-away bureaucracy. Its attempts to control our lives
make it a greater menace than anything which it purports to
protect us from. 0

Doug Bandow is a Contributing Editor of LR. 35
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spondylitis, which would
lead to the ultimate disinte
gration of the connective tis
sue of his spine. One of the
doctors told Cousins he had
"one chance in five hun
dred," and that he (the doc
tor) had never personally
witnessed a recovery from
this condition.

But Cousins recovered
with a little help from him
self.

Anatomy of an Illness. is
the story of that recovery,
and a tribute to the part
nership of a doctor and
a patient who were wise
enough to combine tra
ditional medicine with the
holistic health principle. It
has become far too easy in
our moder.n world to hand
ourselves over to the medical
profession when we become

'~~~~~d
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doctor you may know.
Anatomy ofan Illness is one
of the most important, medi
cal books ever written, and
the astonishing thing is that
it was written by a patient.

Norman Cousins, an in
ternational figure associated
for most of his professional
life with The Saturday Re
view, was told in 1964 that
he was suffering from a se
vere collagen illness, a dis
ease of the connective tissue
of the body. Collagen is a
fibrous substance which
binds cells together. All ar
thritic and rheumatic dis
eases are collagen illnesses.
Cousins's physician, Dr. Wil
liam Hitzig, called in several
specialists and experts, who
confirmed his opinion and
added that Cousins was suf
fering from ankylosing

LEE M. SHULMAN
& JOYCE SHULMAN

Free to heal
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Anatomy of an Illness
as Perceived by the Patient,
by Norman Cousins. W:W:
Norton & Company, 173
pp., $9.95.

THIS BOOK DESERVES A
place not only in every li
brary and home, but on
every hospital nightstand as
well. If you have a friend
who is sick, don't bring
flowers - bring a copy of
this book. And bring it to
your healthy friends as well,
.for it is the kind of reading
you will want to share with
everyone who cares about
his or her life, including any36
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"Norntan Cousins shows the
world the power the body has

to heal itself. He celebrates
the greatness of lllan:'

ill, saying, in effect, "Here I
am, doc, fix me up:' Cousins
demonstrates the impor
tance of the patient's assum
ing responsibility for him
self, for his health, for his
life. We all know we can
make ourselves sick. Stress,
tension, worry, problems of
relationships and finances
are but a few common
causes of true physiological
damage-problems of the
mind which lead to physical
impairment. If our minds
are so strong as to cause
physical damage, can the
converse be true? Can we
help heal ourselves? Cousins
asked himself-and his doc
tor-that question and the
answer was yes.

Cousins rejected much of
the toxic medication being
pumped into his body, he
consciously fought depres
sion, he began taking large
doses of ascorbic acid (Vi
tamin C)) he gave himself
even larger doses of laughter
(watching reruns of "Can
did Camera" and old Marx

Brothers films), he moved
out of the hospital (so he
couJd get some rest in an en
vironment conducive to pos
itive thinking and healing),
and he relied on his marvel
ous will to live. It all worked.

"Seldom had I known
such elation," he writes.
Every ten minutes of laugh
ter gave him two hours of
pain-free sleep. The ascorbic
acid and laughter lowered
his sedimentation rate con
siderably. Without aspirin
and other drugs invading his
system, his body's own heal
ing properties were allowed
to function. He began to
move again. His pain less
ened. He regained his spirits
and his energy. He went
back to his job. Today, six
teen years later, he is radiant,
vivacious, travels widely and

plays a powerful game of
tennis. He is in the best of
health.

And he has caused a stir
a long-overdue one-in our
approach to perceiving ill
ness and recovery. In
Anatomy of an Illness, he
shows the world the power
the body has to heal itself.
He celebrates the greatness
of man. He points out that
we all have strong immune
systems and that if we don't
overstress and overmedicate
our bodies, those immune
systems will have a chance to
work. Cousins explains that
"scientific research has es
tablished the existence of
endorphins in the human
brain - a substance very
much like morphine in its
molecular structure and ef
fects. It is the body's own an
esthesia and a relaxant and
helps human beings to sus
tain pain:' He makes clear
that the human mind has a
role to play in the control of
pain, just as it has a key role
to play in combating illness.

His emphasis on the awe
some power of the mind is
compelling and inspira
tional. And nowhere in the
book is that power so clearly
and excitedly demonstrated
as in his chapter on place
bos, the finest treatment of
the subject yet written.

"The placebo," he states,
"is not so much a pill as a
process. The process begins
with the patient's confidence
in the doctor and extends
through to the full function
ing of his own immunologi
cal and healing system. The
process works not because
of any magic in the tablet but
because the human body is
its own best apothecary and
because the most successful
prescriptions are those filled
by the body itself:' He in
forms us that enough evi-

dence already exists to indi
cate placebos can be as po
tent and sometimes even
more potent than the active
drugs they replace, which
proves the mind is "inti
mately and powerfully
linked with the body:'

His discussion of the
placebo leads to his under
lining of the importance of
the laying on of hands, a
vanishing part of modern
medicine. He understands
how important the element
of compassion is to· a pa
tient, and the expectations a
doctor gives the person he or
she is treating. He also re
minds us of the trust we
place in those hands, and
warns us to be cautious to
the extent that we treat the
physician not as God, but as
a co-worker in this fight to
get back to health. If we
trust our physicians, we
must remember to always
trust our own healing pow
ers as well.

Illness of any type is
depressing, and Cousins
makes clear how vitally im
portant it is to fight that
gloom with all we have. (His
story of helping a woman in
Atlanta overcome just such
feelings is particularly en
couraging.) The body's own
healing capacity can be put
into action only if we release
the gears; in other words, to
move toward health again,
we must fight to look toward
the sunshine. Prognosis for
good health and cure de
pends to a great extent on
the patient, and we must use
all our resources to wage
battle against the illness
which is doing us harm.

Joy and pleasure,Cousins
stresses, even just a smile,
are important as part of the
healing process. "It was easy
enough to hope and love and
have faith, but what about
laughter?" He stresses that
laughter is important to at
titude. The patient must
pursue it actively, con
sciously deciding that this is
something he must do, not
remaining passive and wait
ing for something funny to
come along. After all, how

many laughs does one get in
a sick room? And hospitals
are not known for providing
chuckles, so he tells us to
reach out and grab things
that will help. "Nothing is
less funny than being flat on
your back with all the bones
in your spine and joints hurt
ing." In getting better, Cou
sins thought, "How scien
tific was it to believe that
laughter-as well as the pos
itive emotions in general
was affecting my body
chemistry for the better? If
laughter did in fact have a
salutary effect on the body's
chemistry, it seemed at least
theoretically likely that it
would enhance the system's
ability to fight the inflam
mation." The drop in the
sedimentation rate was more
than encouraging, bringing
Cousins to comment, "I was
greatly elated by the discov
ery that there is a physiolog
ical basis for the ancient
theory that laughter is good
medicine?'

(Recently, John Diamond,
M.D., Head of the Institute
for Behavioral Kinesiology
in New York, discovered
that when we laugh, the
uvula vibrates and it stimu
lates the thymus gland, se
creting the hormone which
is a major part of the body's
immunological surveillance
system and raising the lev
el of life energy. Laugh
ter, does, in fact, produce a
physiological response
which aids in healing our
selves. Cousins's theory was
prophetic.)

We are becoming very
sophisticated about nutri
tion these days, knowing
and caring more about
foods which fuel our bodies.
We are learning what is toxic
and what is beneficial. But
Cousins stresses the impor
tance of monitoring what we
are feeding our minds as
well. It is astonishing the
way we poison our bodies
with self-deprecation and
negativism. Too frequently
we tend to say, "lam help
less, I'm sick, I'm hopeless,"
rather than, "I will get well, I
must be healthy again?' This
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"The doctor's tnain function is
to engage to the fullest the

patient's own ability to motivate
the forces of Olind and body:'
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book urges us to becolne
more sensitive to toxifica
tion of both body and mind,
for there is an interaction be
tween medicine and the
human brain that is undeni
able.

Cousins was blessed, it
seems, with a doctor who
understood and respected
his patient and was willing
not only to work with him,
but to support him in his
quest toward meshing the
holistic approach with tra
ditional medical techniques.
Would that we could all be
so lucky. The medical pro
fession is by nature very
conservative and cautious
and extremely wary of the
holistic movement. But this
book, critical of medicine in
many ways, invites doctors
to join in the holistic ap
proach rather than blaming
them for opposing it in the
past. Cousins is clear about
wanting to function within
the system; he says tradi
tional medicine is a valuable
and honored profession, but
it is time for an expansion of
the direction medicine is
now taking. Three thousand
letters from physicians
which reached Cousins after
the publication of theorigi
nal version of Anatomy of
an Illness (an article in the
New England Journal of
Medicine) reflected the view
that one of the main func
tions of the doctor is to en
gage to the fullest the pa
tient's own ability to moti
vate the forces of mind and
body in turning back dis
ease. "The new trend favors
an understanding of the
powerful recuperative and
regenera ti ve forces pos
sessed by the human body
under conditions of proper
nourishment and reasonable
freedom from stress?'

But does the medical pro
fession in general embrace
this view? Not nearly
enough. Cousins's book may
help to change that. One of
the beauties of the work is
that a man who is recog
nized in the world commu
nity as an intellect is describ
ing a very personal experi-
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ence which has great signifi
cance and impact not only
for the population as a
whole, but specifically for
the medical establishment.
Because of his standing, he is
now able to talk to doctors
and give credence and re
spectability to the holistic
movement. And he is having
an impact. He teaches at the
UCLA School of Medicine
and doctors are constantly
expressing their interest and
support. In the book he
quotes Dr. Gerold Looney
of the Medical College of the
University of Southern Cali
fornia, who wrote to him,
"Nothing is more out of date
than the notion that doctors
can't learn from their pa
tients?'

And in case you have not

been blessed with a doctor
as supportive and open to
new thoughts as Cousins's
physician was, his book is a
manual for patients want
ing to know how to ap
proach their doctors with
concern for their own
bodies. Cousins makes us
see we have a right-indeed,
an obligation - to partici
pate in the decision-making
process. "It's my body and I
own it and I want to be in
charge!" should be our bat
tle cry. We each must take
that demand to our physi
cians, and begin to partici
pate with them in a non
hostile, non-threatening
way, as a full partner.

All along, Cousins is care
ful to remind us that this is
what worked for him. He
makes no guarantees it will
work for others. But he sets
quite an example. "Not
every illness can be over
come," he writes. "But many

, people allow illness to dis
figure their lives more than
it should?'

Does it work for others, or

is Cousins an isolated case
which will remain merely in
spirational?

We can answer with evi
dence from our private lives:
We have a friend who has
been battling pancreatitis
for ITIOst of his 34 years
and winning. Not expected
to live after difficult sur
gery six years ago, he, too,
is playing tennis today. His
surgeon has stated emphati
cally that the operation was
the most trying and danger
ous he'd ever performed
but that his work in that
operating room was only
fifty percent of the total
result. The young man's will
to live and strong desire to
heal himself did the rest.
When it seemed clear that
the young man was going to

pull through, the prognosis
for his future was termed
"extremely guarded." But
the patient simply did not
want to be an invalid, could
stand living as a sick person
no longer, and today he is
healthier than he has been at
any other time in his life.

Even closer to home, the
co-author of this review was
faced with a trying situation
just six months ago. During
her visit to a well-known nu
tritionist who is also a phy
sician of repute, the doctor
discovered a lump in her
breast. A mammogram indi
cated that "malignancy can
not be excluded." Several
surgeons were consulted
and the opinion was unani
mous: surgery and a biopsy
must be performed at once.
The lump was not fibrocys
tic; it was not going to go
away. And if it proved ma
lignant, a modified radical
mastectomy would beneces
sary. Refusing to submit to
surgery before she gave her
self a chance in the healing
process and drawing upon

her traInIng with Carl
Simonton and others work
ing in cancer research, the
patient began a determined
effort to use the mind rather
than the scalpel. Laughter,
the modification of stress,
meditation and visualiza
tion, massive doses of Vita
min C and a nutritious diet,
plus a great deal of love and
positive thinking, dimin
ished the lump within ten
days, and made it disappear
completely within thirty
to the utter astonishment of
all the doctors involved.

As Cousins states, "Un
deniable evidence has
emerged that the human
mind can be trained to play
an important part both in
preventing disease and over
coming it when it occurs.
The biofeedback movement,

. which has found that people
can control their blood pres
sure, stop headaches, etc.,
simply by using the mind, is
only one aspect of the re
search presently being done
on this subject:'

Anatomy of an Illness is
bringing this evidence to a
wide audience. CBS is pro-
'dueing a special based on the
book, to be shown in the
Fall; and, as we go to press,
Bantam Books is publish
ing the paperback edition.
Norman Cousins demon
strates that maintaining our
own autonomy and integ
rity, valuing our indepen
dence and individuality as
human beings (especially in
hospitals, where we tend 'to
become numbers, a phe
nomenon of which he is
most critical), and assuming
responsibility for ourselves
is essential in maintaining
our health. He is a prime
example of never abdicating
responsibility for one's own
life. Though he may not have
realized it when writing it,
the book is a shining exam
ple of these libertarian prin
ciples at work.

Lee M. Shulman, Ph.D, and
Joyce Shulman, Ph.D, are psy
chologists in private practice in
Beverly Hills, where they head
the Institute for Personal De
velopment.
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Bringing in the
sheep

DAVID BOAZ

The Fleecing of America, by
Senator William Proxmire.
Houghton Mifflin Com
pany, 222 pp., $10.95.
Fat City: How Washing
ton Wastes Your Taxes, by
Donald Lambro. Regneryl
Gateway, 405 pp., $12.95.

IN 1978, HOUSING AND
Urban Development Secre
tary Patricia Harris had new
glass doors installed at the
end of the corridor leading
to her office because the
existing door didn't fit the
"image" of a Cabinet Secre
tary. The cost was about
$60,000. Gold leaf lettering
was added for another
$1,000.

Extravagance is no mo
nopoly of HUD, however.
The National Institute of
Mental Health recently
spent $9'7,000 for a study of
"The Peruvian Brothel, A
Sexual Dispensary and So
cial Arena." And the De
partment of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare spent
thousands of dollars to
bring 142 consultants and
bureaucrats to a luxurious'
resort in the Pacific North
west, which had once been
the estate of a wealthy ship
ping magnate, to discuss the
problems of the poor-none
of whom attended.

Horror stories like this
abound in these two books
about government spending.
Sen. William Proxmire (D
WI), of course, is well known
for his "Golden Fleece"
award highlighting particu:
lady outrageous spending
projects, from National Sci
ence Foundation grants. to
the palatial new Senate Of
fice Building (latest cost es
timate: $241 million). Don
ald Lambro is a reporter for
United Press International
permanently assigned to un
cover federal waste and
mismanagement.

Each book will provide a

rtf
t

lot of useful ammunition for
the libertarian seeking to il
lustrate the problems of big
government. Lambro's book
is the more thorough and
substantive, while Prox
mire's is lighter and more en
joyable to read.

Besides the rather insignif
icant horror stories about
worthless studies and lavish
conferences, Lambro does
have some substantial crit
icisms of government pro
grams. More than half his
book is devoted to a listing
of "100 Nonessential Fed
eral Programs," ranging
from personal chefs for
Cabinet secretaries to gov
ernment filmmaking ($500
million a year) to theCoun
cil on Wage and Price Stabil
ity and the Department of
Education. The programs
listed add up to a total ex
penditure of about $36 bil
lion, a substantial if not
overwhelming budget cut.
In the text of the book, how
ever, Lambro estimates that
"at least $100 billion too
much goes to Washington in

(1\
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federal taxes." Interestingly,
only about $1 billion of
Lambro's $36 billion comes
from the defense budget,
and none of that is for pro
gram expenses.

Proxmire's book has some
sections of value besides his
recounting of past "Golden
Fleeces:' He has chapters on
the fights against the SST
and bailouts for New York
City and Chrysler. He has
several excellent criticisms
of businesses that lobby for
particular spending pro
grams while proclaiming
their support for reduced
spending.

But ultimately neither of
these books is really satisfy
ing. Proxmire and Lambro
both decry "waste" in gov
ernment, but it doesn't seem
to have occurred to them
that waste is inherent in
government. Any non-mar
ket institution, which gets
its funds by confiscation
instead of voluntary ex
change, has no standard by
which to judge waste or
efficiency. One man's waste

)

is another man's necessary
expendi ture, as long as
both accept the proposi
tion that government should
confiscate some portion of
our wealth to spend it in
ways its owners would not
have chosen.

Proxmire even tells us
how some conscientious bu
reaucrats are "measuring
productivity, just as busi
nessmen do in the private
sector:' He reports that the
productivity of 45 govern
ment agencies has increased
at 2 percent a year. This is
an absolutely nonsensical
statistic, purporting to mea
sure a meaningless concept.
Government produces noth
ing; it only consumes, redis
tributes,and destroys the
wealth produced by others.
Would "increasedproduc
tivity" mean that the Occu
pational Safety and Health
Administration harassed
and fined more businesses
this year? That the Drug En
forcement Administration
put more marijuana smok
ers in jail? That the State
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"Both Proxmire and Lam.bro
decry government waste, but it

never occurs to them. that waste is
inherent in governtnent."
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Department interfered in
more foreign quarrels? Or
that the Army dropped more
bombs on more people using
fewer personnel? Yet all
these activities add to our
GNP, according to con
ventional definitions. What
we should realize is that for
any institution operating
outside of and alien to the
market, "productivity" is a
purely mythical and a com
pletely misleading concept.

Lest the reader think
there's nothing good about
the government, Proxmire is.
prepared to offer a long list
of government programs
which he supports: Medi
care, Medicaid, Social Secu
rity, the bulk .of our military
expenditures, environmen
tal protection, consumer
protection, the Department
of Agriculture, unemploy
ment compensation, the
Smithsonian, the National
Science Foundation, the Vet
erans Administration, and
so on. One has to flip back
to earlier pages to be re-

minded of what programs
the Senator doesn't support.
Lambro doesn't offer a laun
dry list of "good" programs,
but he does mention a
couple he likes: these in
clude "many" Department
of Agriculture functions, as
well as a National Science
Foundation study on how to
get red food color from
beets, "one example of use
ful, goal-oriented research
worthy of the taxpayer's
support:' (Then why not let
taxpayers voluntarily sup
port it?) If this is what he
considers useful, we can
only assume that he would
include most.of the federal
budget.

One of the problems with
both of these books is that,
like most Establishment fig
ures, Proxmire and Lambro
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seem to consider the gov
ernment an institution ba
sically like other institutions
- bigger than most, "demo
cratic," unique in many
ways, but still much like a
big business or non-profit
organization. Lambro" for
instance, frets that the gov
ernment doesn't collect
many of the debts owed to it
under the student loan, So
cial Security, and Veterans
Administration programs.
And, he says, the govern
ment doesn't charge any
interest when oil and gas
companies are late in paying
their royalties for the "right"
to drill on land the govern
mentholds.

These would indeed be
signs of serious~misman
agement in a corporation or
other private organization.
But the state is not a pri
vate organization; it is a
criminal institution, getting
its funds by theft and exist
ing only as a means by which
some people exploit others.
Every dollar kept out of

ifs clutches, by whatever
means, is one more dollar
used productively in the pri
vate sector- and one less
dollar used to arrest pot
smokers, harass businesses,
make war, or payoff special
interests. Contracts with
criminals are not valid, so
those who have borrowed
money from the government
are under no moral obliga
tion to pay it back. Better
they should keep the money
than contribute to the nefar
ious activities of the state.
And since all government
land is held illegitimately, the
government has no right to
collect any royalties from
those who use such land. So,
from a libertarian point of
view, the oil and gas com
panies are hardly at fault for
being slow with their pay-

ments. As a conservative,
Lambro misses this basic
point about the nature of the
state.

Proxmire makes the same
mistake, even more egre
giously. Much of his book
concerns "tax expendi
tures,'" a euphemism mean
ing the money not taxed
away by government. This
brilliant phrase, whose in
ventor has surely received
the Order of Maximum
Service to the State, is de
signed to equate government
spending with not taxing.
Proxmire refers, for in
stance, to the "home own
ership tax expenditure"
that is,when government re
frains from taxing people on
the money they -spend on
home mortgage interest, it is
in effect "spending" money
on them. By this standard,
all the money not taxed
away should be regarded
as an expenditure. Thus,
someone who earns $15,000
a year and pays a federal
income tax of $1500 is re
ceiving a government "ex
penditure" of $13,500. This
hideous concept apparently
is based on the position that
all income received by Amer
icans is the property of the
government until it decides
to "spend" it by letting us
keep it.

Despite these serious
flaws, these books are use
ful. They will encourage
people to be skeptical of the
claims by statists that the
budget cannot be cut. And
perhaps they will call into
question the very notion
that free people should be
forced to pay each other's
bills-even for expenditures
we value. They will also be
helpful to the libertarian
who wants some quick
examples of unnecessary
government spending for his
debates with friends or the
media. Read carefully, they
will be an important part of
the libertarian's current
affairs bookshelf.
David Boaz, a free-lance writer
in Washington, D.C., is cur
rently on the staff of the Clark
for President Committee.

Night ofJune
23rd

JOAN KENNEDY
TAYLOR

The Watcher, by Kay Nolte
Smith. Coward, McCann
& Geoghegan, 327 pp.,
$10.95.

A YOUNG INVESTIGA
tive reporter, Astrid Cain,
has taken a job as secretary
to the Director of the Insti
tute for the Study of Cul
tural and Ethical Values,
who is also an influential
advisor to the favored can
didate for President of the
United States. During a vio
lent quarrel between them
on the night oflune 23rd, he
falls to his death from the
balcony of his house. Did
she push him? Will the
police think she pushed
him? Why is she acting,so as
to invite their suspicion?,
Why does she hate the dead
man, Martin Granger, a
highly respected humanita
rian and advocate of The
New Equality? (Admirers of
the works of Ayn Rand will
be able to figure that one out
in less than three guesses.)

Most of all, who is the
Watcher of the title? Is it As
trid Cain herself, as she tries
to unravel the mot'lves·· be
hind Granger's bewildering
advice to his followers, who
include Astrid's own hus
band? Is it Astrid's former
lover, Paul Damon, the
homicide detective who has
tried to use his work to insu
late himself from life-until
he is assigned to Astrid's
case? Is it one of the others
whose lives were involved
with Martin Granger's-his
glamorous widow, his obese
cook, his politician crony,
the boy whom he persuaded
to give up sculpture for a life
of social service?

Experienced mystery story
readers get so that they can
predict "whodunit"-often

. they rate mysteries by how
far into the book they get
without guessing. I got all



the way, in The Watcher; I
didn't unravel the central re
lationship until the charac
ters did, which was, I am
happy to say, in the middle
of a big courtroom scene.
But I shouldn't say more, lest
I run the risk of spoiling it
for potential readers. Suffice
it to say that, for me, the
story of The Watcher has a
turnaround that works. I
didn't expect it, but im
mediately saw that I should
have; the author plays fair.

Former subscribers to Ayn
Rand's magazine, The Ob
jectivist, will remember Kay
Nolte Smith as the author of
several reviews of contem
porary theater published in
that publication between
1968 and 1971. So it's
perhaps not surprising that
this novel is very like a play.
It is divided into three sec
tions of approximately
equal length; Act I is called
"Image"; Act II, "Blind
fold"; Act III, "Sight." The
readers are moved from
scene to scene (some of them
flashbacks); we learn little
of the characters' thoughts.
As Aristotle suggested it
should be in his definition of
drama, the story is told "in
the form of action, not of
narrative."

When I was a student in
drama school years ago, I
was taught to prepare a part
by looking at every scene I
was in with one question:
"What's my action?" The
term action was not to be
understood as meaning
physical movement; rather,
it referred to what the
character was actively seek
ing to gain by everything she
did in this scene. Was she try
ing to keep from showing
that she was frightened? Was
she trying to persuade
someone to lend her money?
Was she communicating
love and understanding?
Was she trying to impress?
When an actor approaches a
part in this way, it can give a
sense of purpose to an entire
performance. Ms. Smith,
who is also the actress Kay
Gillian, seems to have ap
proached the characters in

her book this way, and as a
consequence, the events
seem to come out of the
characters' purposes, or out
of clashes between their
purposes.

Smith has clearly been
influenced, both stylistically
and philosophically, by Ayn
Rand. Some readers will
love this fact and some will
find it a drawback, depend
ing in part, I suspect, on how
familiar or unfamiliar they
are with some of the values
expressed, and in part on
whether they find characters
who are preoccupied with
verbally analyzing their am
bitions and self-worth to be
fascinating or unrealistic.

In other words, Smith has
embarked on a dangerous
and difficult course in at
tempting to embody Rand's
theories of romantic realism
in a mystery story. Admirers
of Rand may find Astrid's
love of classical music and
the works of Victor Hugo
and Edmond Rostand too
predictable, and may feel it a

drawback that the book
does not attempt to be more
"significant." And of course,
those readers who find the
whole romantic emphasis
on values and self-determi
nation implausible will find
Smith's characters implausi
ble, too.

But although Smith has
done many things with her
characters and story that
Rand would have done, she
has done other things that
Rand would not have done
-:-she is her own writer, and
I predict that in subsequent
books, that will become
more and more apparent.

Under the influence of
, literary critics, many people

who love to read novels de
velop a critical double stan
dard; "good" books are the
books that they can place in
a literary tradition; the
books that they actually find
themselves devouring as fast
as they can read them are
"trash." How many times
have you asked someone
about the book he or she is

reading and been told, "Oh,
it's just a mystery," or a
gothic, or a science fiction
novel. These genre books are
the novels that publishers
can afford to publish today,
knowing that they have an
audience and will sell.

Some of them sell because
they can coast along on the
coattails of the genre, of
course; the devotee will buy
them because at least they
will have something to re
commend them: an interest
ing setting, atmosphere,
characters with unusual oc
cupations. But what sets the
best of such books apart is
an emphasis on the impor
tance of story-the sequence
of actions, taken by charac
ters who interest you and
whose fate you care about,
leading to a discovery by the
characters. Sometimes the
characters discover some
thing the reader already
knows, and the suspense
comes from not being sure
how it is going to happen;
but I have always preferred
the story in which I, the
reader, am genuinely sur
prised. This is the category
into which The Watcher falls.

Although the mystery
genre is a popular one, this
does not mean that it is a
trivial feat to have done as
workmanlike a job as Kay
Nolte Smith has done. When
Barbara Walters interviewed
Lawrence Olivier on a tele
vision special that was aired
June 1'7, she asked him how
he would like to be remem
bered, and he answered, as
an "expert workman." She
protested that that sounded
prosaic. Not at all, answered
Lord Olivier, there is no
thing better to be. Poets are
workmen. Shakespeare was
an expert workman. "Even
God, I think," he finished
quietly, "is an expert work
man."

Smith is neither Shake
speare nor God (nor Rand),
but she has made an auspi
cious and workmanlike
debut with this novel.

Joan Kennedy Taylor is the
Senior Editor of LR.
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In the San Francisco Bay
Area, the record "is still very
hot," said KSAN's Pierra
Robert, a programming as
sistant, who said it was
being played on "everything
from rock stations to disco
stations."

"We Don't Need No Edu
cation" graffiti has appeared
on tunnel walls in the Sunset
District of San Francisco,
and its refrain has echoed
through the lunch hours at
private, Jesuit-run schools in
the city.

Elsewhere, at least a

and individuals to own it.
In the United States, edu

cators in several states have
tried- with some success
to have the song removed
from the play lists of radio
stations. Says Hope Antman
of Columbia Records in
New York: "The radio resis
tance has been surprisingly
strong. Stations started get
ting angry calls and letters
from teachers and principals
and school boards claiming
that 'Another Brick in the
Wall' was creating a crisis in
their classrooms."

dozen rock stations in major
cities either stopped playing
the record or refused to add
it to their play lists. The re
sistance was even stronger in
smaller towns, Antman says.
One teacher in Chicago
went so far as to cut his own
record as a rebuttal to Pink
Floyd, changing the lyrics to
"We ALL need an education."

The rebuttal was an in
stant flop, while Pink Floyd's
attack on schools has domi
nated the sales charts for
months. According t.o the
entertainment industry's
trade paper, Variety, the
Album was No.1 in sales for
twenty consecutive weeks
last winter and spring, and
''Another Brick" topped the
singles charts for six weeks.
Both have remained en
trenched in the top five from
February to June, although
'i\.nother Brick" never made
the top five on Varietys list
of the most-played records
on radio.

Album sales have passed
three million worldwide,
with the single not far be
hind.

"That's an unprecedented
accomplishment for a rec
ord that has received so little

We don~t need no education radio exposure," says Ant-
man.

We don~t need no thought control Teenagers, of course, have
always had a distaste for

No dark sarcasm in the classroom school, and their defiant
spirit has frequently been

Teacher, leave those kids alone. captured in the lyrics of

F h rock 'n' roll songs. In the
- rOlD t esong mid-1970s, Alice Cooper's

'~otherBrick in the Wall" "School's Out (For~ver)"
topped the charts; In the
1960s, it was Gary U.S.
Bond's "School's Out (At
Last) ."Anti-education sen
timent in rock dates to the
very earliest days of the
music, when Chuck Berry
frequently contrasted the
frustration of the classroom
with the satisfaction of fast
cars and music.

So why has "Another
Brick" produced such an

.outcry? For one thing, it is
far angrier in tone and con
tent than its anti-school
predecessors.

As Rolling Stone maga
zine's Kurt Loder put it in re-

THE BRITISH BAND PINK
Floyd's song ''Another Brick
in the Wall" has been banned
in South Africa, ignored by
some radio stations in the
United States and attacked
by schoolteachers all over
the globe. Yet the song has
become the world's most
popular rock record of
1980.

"Another Brick in the
Wall," sung as an eerie chant
by a children's chorus that
backs up the band, is the
centerpiece of a gloomy con
cept album, "The Wall," in
which Pink Floyd lyricist
Roger Waters charges that
Western society uses its
schools and other public in
stitutions to build an im
penetrable wall of destruc
tive social conditioning
around the individual.

While the song is not the
first example of the anti
education theme in popular
music, it comes at a time
when increasing numbers of
students are questioning the
value of their education.
Thus, young people are re
sponding to the song with
uncommon-and unsettling
-enthusiasm.

In May, the South African
government banned the
song-and the album--"be
cause ''Another Brick" had
become the anthem of a na-:
tional strike of more than
10,000 colored (mixed) stu
dents and their white sup
porters.

The students had been
protesting the inequality of
spending on education for
the various races, as well as
"intimidation" by teachers,
whose authority the Pink
Floyd song challenges.

The government ban for
bids radio stations to play
the record, stores to sell· it,

THE LIBERTARIAN REVIEW

WILLIAM SIEVERT

"The Wall," by Pink Floyd.
Columbia Records, $15.98.

Song that's
driving teachers
up the wall
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viewing the record, Roger
Waters is contending that
"in government-run schools,
children are methodically
tormented and humiliated
by teachers whose comeup
pance occurs when they go
home at night and 'their fat
and psychopathic wives
would thrash them within
inches of their lives.'" This is
very strong stuff, and hardly
the hallmark of a hit album.

Teachers found such ve
hemence especially trou
bling. "Many educators,
particularly in the urban
areas, were not only angered
by the song's attack on their
profession, but were afraid it
would lead to a wave of stu
dent protests this past
spring," says an official of
the National Education As
sociation, who asked that
his name not be used.

"Teachers were worried
because their students were
singing it in the corridors
and quoting it in the class
room, and they felt a need to
make some kind of response.
The song has not led to any
significant protests-at least
in this country-because the
current generation of high
schoolers doesn't much be
lieve in protesting. From the
statistics we're seeing,
they're more likely to drop
out than to demand reforms
when they feel they have
b~en wronged in school."

According to Education
Department figures, about
one million teenagers of
high-school age have quit
school, leaving the average
graduating class this spring
with 25 percent fewer mem
bers than it had at the outset.

Interviews with numerous
high school students indi
cate that the Pink Floyd song
has struck a chord of anger
and frustration with which
many students strongly
identify.

Says ~ark Jenkins of
Alexandria, Virginia: "Pink
Floyd is talking to me in that
song."

Pacific News Service

William Sievert is a former
editor of the Chronicle ofHigh
er Education Arts magazine.

On View

Only
tnake-believe

DAVID BRUDNOY

MORE THAN ANY OTH
er art form, movies respond
to popular fantasy. Radio
has long since· become the
forum for talk shows and
music, television the medi
um of pseudo-realism, of the
gingerly leap beyond normal
life into sit-com asininity.
But the movies still carry
people into the loopiest re
gions of imagination. Only
make-believe, I love you
the lyrics sound dippy in our
sophisticated. age, but the
sentiment rides high on the
silver screen. The summer
glut of movies is just now
behind us but its residue
lingers on, and even in the
deluge of trash of the early
summer films some intri
guing bits and pieces came
to light.

Xanadu
My fondest movie memory
of Gene Kelly is of a lithe
young man dancing with a
mouse; that of my closest
lady friend is of Gene singin'
in the rain. We would both
have been better off never
having heard of a repug
nant, treacly thing called
Xanadu, but in this business
there's no escaping big bud
get films, like those starring
that shapely bundle of perky
blonde wholesomeness,
Olivia Newton-John, whose
name is apparently not in
tended to remind one of a
laxative diet and its inevit
able aftermath. Miss New
ton-John appeared with
John Travolta in Grease, the
third most financially suc
cessful movie of all time, at
least until we get the final
score on The Empire Strikes
Back, which will likely push
Grease to number four. In
any case, Miss Newton
John is highly "bankable,"
as they say in the industry,

and so here she is, with Gene
Kelly and Michael Beck (the
lead flexer in The Warriors);
here she is as a muse, a real
daughter of Zeus (honest),
come to ea~th to inspire a
young graphic artist (Mr.
Beck) to pursue his dream
he tires of painting over
sized record jacket posters
and aspires to Art. Sonny
Malone (Mr. Beck) meets
Danny Maguire (Mr. Kelly),
whose dream leads him to
establish a glorious new-old
dance hall ("Xanadu"), and
Sonny also meets this muse
and they fall in love, which is
against the rules, but Zeus,
or Mrs. Zeus, ·lets her do
what mortals do ("Re
member, dear? We learned
about 'feelings' in our Mor
tal Behavior class," says

Urban Cowboy's John Travolta,
having traded one costume
(disco) for another (macho),
joins other "citified
make-believe
cow-children as
symbols of
rootlessness,
aimlessness, and
petrified juvenilia."

Mrs. Zeus to Zeus). The
young lovers live and love
loverly ever after, and our
dear, grey, thickened hoof
er bestows an additional
twinkly smile upon them,
and he no doubt also lives
merrily until he gets his last
check.

Xanadu is one of the most
deadeningly stupid movies
of this or any other year,
unable to make anything of
fantasy and unwilling to
make anything of reality,
though momentarily the
moribund hulk shows signs
of vestigial life, this when it
presents a 1940's-style big
band-cum-dance extrava
ganza merging with a 1970's
variation on the same theme.
For most of its two excruci
ating hours, however, Xan-



veloped .as a sound by
Jacques Morali before he
filled in the sound with
people: he wanted types
Indian, cop, GI, construc
tion worker, truck driver,
and eventually found human
beings to fit the slots. The
not very secret twist to all
this is that Village People
was fabricated as a gay en
semble, or at least an en
semble tailored to appeal to
gay people, and gay audi
ences made Village People
successful, after which, as
usual with such entertainers
(one remembers Bette Mid
ler coming to prominence
as an entertainer at a New
York homosexual bath
house), straights took them
into the mainstream.

Can't Stop the Music pur
ports to tell of the creation
and rise to stardom of Vil
lage People, but instead of
using the interesting truth, it
air-brushes that evidently
still taboo success story out
of existence. Here a nice
young lady (Valerie Perrine)
and her nice platonic
roommate (Steven Gutten
berg) and her nice new boy
friend (Bruce Jenner) and a
not-so-nice record industry
wizard (Paul Sand) do the
trick. And for two hours,
even when we are taken to
the gym for "Y:M.C.A.," one
of the Village People's early
smash hit songs, and easily
the most effectively staged
musical number in the
movie; even when we are
taken to a gym populated
entirely by the best-built and
best-looking young men on
earth; even then, not even
the suggestion, much less the
word, homosexual, is per
mitted to surface.

Which is very strange,
even allowing for the fact
that Can't Stop the Music is
a musical comedy, whereas
homosexuals are supposed
to appear on film only as
killers (Cruising; Win
dows), agonizing adoles
cents (Happy Birthday,
Gemini), or screamers (La
Cage Aux Foiles). Might not
even one of the movie's six
Village People people be

Can't Stop the Music
ViHage People, a group of
six men who cannot sing but
who try, nonetheless, to do
just that, represents another
facet of the macho mas
querade. The group was de-

ribbons and insurance dur
ing the daytime come at
night dressed in cowboy out
fits that no self-respecting
cowboy would wear. To Gil
ley's comes Bud (Travolta),
hot off the farm and new in
town, itching to drink and
screw and prove something
to himself (I think we are to
accept the notion that his
manhood is somehow up for
testing) by becoming adept
at riding a machine that
bucks like a bull. One must
resist the obvious' pun,
though James Bridges, who
directed Urban Cowboy,
has resisted nothing else. His
citified make-believe cow
children are his symbols of
rootlessness, aimlessness,
petrified juvenilia, and any
other grand concept you
happen to think of on your
way to the john. And his
Bud, our doe-eyed beautiful
John Travolta, the heart
throb of the late '70s, stands
for the quintessential mod
ern young man constructing
his essence out of denim,
leather, and smouldering
glances.

Gilley's actually func
tions, evidently rather much
in reality as in Urban Cow
boy, as an ersatz-Western
counterpart of the glitter
palaces of the disco set. Here
the costume is everything, as
there, back when Travolta
scored so wonderfully in his
white suit on the disco floor,
costume and attitude, im
age, were all that one need
ed to make one's fondest
dreams come true for a few
hours. The horror of Urban
Cowboy, and it is horrible
not only for its pretentions
but for its realization, is
exacerbated by the depress
ing fact that we are indeed
merely in the process, right
now, of trading one stupid
costume party (disco) for
another (macho).

Urban Cowboy

. adapts a few of his Carrie
surprises and adds one or
two new oues. The psycho
logical ingredients are very
awkwardly handled, unless
we are supposed to guess
early on who the crazed
transsexual is. Once I had
the criminal's identity fig
ured out (and anyone who
has ever decided to avoid
psychiatrists at whatever
cost will figure it out lick
ety-split), the movie reduces
to an experience in count the
thrills, enjoy the chills.

We are not exactly in
structed, not in so many
words, to come away from
the movie believing that
.every transsexual, or would
be transsexual, is not only
unhappy but homicidal, but
this newest wrinkle in
gender-fuck certainly sug
gests that conclusion. More
over, we are clearly advised
not to make-believe beyond
a certain point, lest we, too,
succumb to our most dread
ful sexual hang-ups and get
out the old razor for some
thing more serious than
shaving.

Olivia Newton-John, recy
cled Doris Day though she
be, couldn't have brought
off the commercial miracle
of Grease all by herself.
She needed John Travolta,
still sailing on the wings of

. Saturday Night Fever and
not yet savaged by the critics
and hooted at by audiences
for his pathetic role in Mo
ment by Moment. That
fiasco so disoriented Travol
ta, and his mother's death so
depressed him, that he
pulled out of American
Gigolo, leaving the part to
Richard Gere, and withdrew
to find a suitable vehicle for
what the more bloodthirsty
critics were already labeling
Travolta's "comeback." He's
come back, all right, as the
Urban Cowboy, and he
oughta had stood in bed, as I
think they might put it down
at Gilley'S.

Gilley's is a gargantuan
saloon in Houston where
boys and girls who sell

Dressed to Kill
One man's .Xanadu is
another man's sex-change
operation: the promise of
escape from humdrummery
into the real me (or he
or she or we) that if only ...
Dressed to Kill is the latest
effort to scare us half to
death courtesy of Mr. Brian
De Palma, who showed a
deftness for that trick with
Carrie. Here we are intro
duced to a thoughtful shrink .
(Michael Caine) and one of
his patients (Angie Dickin
son), the lady a mother and
wife with an occasional yen
for something new in trou
sers. The movie opens with
the lady imagining herself
seduced by a pushy stranger
in her shower while her hus
band is shaving two feet
away at the mirror. Soon she
has been picked up at the
museum, taken off for an
afternoon of bliss eternal,
and then razor-slashed to
death by a blonde person
supposedly of the female
persuasion who does the
foul deed in the elevator.
Very messy. Very effective,
too.

We learn that the mur
derer is a male in transit to
female. And soon we find
this fiend pursuing a witness
to the crime (Nancy Allen);
the latest intended victim is
befriended by the bright
young son of the first mur
der victim (Keith Gordon)
and also by the psychiatrist.
The thriller ingredients are
well handled, as De Palma

adu subjects us to the hide
ous sight and sound of Miss
Newton-John gallumphing
about and warbling, the
wistful sight of Mr. Kelly
engaging in the same pur
suits, and the puzzling sight
of Mr. Beck, who is hand
some in an unwholesome
way and is the male equiva
lent of "stacked," trying to
look love sick. In Xanadu,
you'll remember, did Kubla
Khan a stately pleasure
dome decree; in Xanadu did
several million dollars and
many energetic people a
crumbling dud erect.
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Can't Stop the Music is the story of the creation ofthe group Village People, which curiously forgets to
mention that they were developed as a gay ensemble.

portrayed as homosexual?
Sort of an updated Affirma
tive Action slot? The weird
est thing about this delib
erate distortion is that now
adays the hottest trend in
gay circles is macho drag.
Swish is out, muscles are in.
Of course it's all the same
old make- believe (though
much more frightening to
homophobes because while
queens in pastels can be
snickered at and ignored,
tough-looking guys with
biceps, who look just like
Real Men, hit too close to
home, too close to the
hetero-urbanized cowboys);
only the outfits are changed
to comfort the afflicted.

But what the hell; all the
world loves a dreamer, so
long as his dream is suitably
conventional. All Can't Stop
the Music wants to do is
make an honest buck, and
since wishing makes it so,
who says you can't hetero-.
sexualize a gay fantasy and
turn it into apple pie?

Bronco Billy
Billy McCoy (Clint East
wood) sold shoes until, one
day, he decided to become a
latter-day Western trick
rider and Wild West show
man. No sooner thought
than done; Bronco Billy is
horn and a shoe salesman
puts away his shoe horn
forever. Mr. Eastwood has
also put away, at least for the
time, his· Dirty Harry per
sona, trading on his vast
popularity-he's not exactly
undernourished in the do
mestic market, but world
wide, he is the superstar
supreme - for an adven
ture, a cinema lark, a lovely
fling with bitter-sweet com
edy. He is splendid in the
part, craggy and a little
cranky and a gentleman
who waits until the lady
(Sondra Locke, playing Miss
Rich Bitch only grudgingly
transformed into a pleasant
friend of the common man
and bedmate of the uncom-

man Bronco Bill) makes the
first move before he shares
his comfy little sleeping al
cove with her.

Bronco Billy is the sort of
fellow who intercepts a
bank holdup, who does fa
vors for the mentally ill, who
rescues morbid Indians from
themselves, who takes in
rootless young drifters and
makes them whole again,
who puts on his show for all
the "little pards"-the chil
dren- in his audience, and
bids them goodnight after
his little Wild West perfor
mance with tender words of
advice: mind your mom and
dad, go to school every day,
and say your prayers. He's
more wholesome in the tell
ing than in the movie, but,
amazingly,. he isn't in the
least cloying. All Billy
McCoy wanted to do was
live his one go-around on
earth as something more
true to his nature than pur
veyor of wedgies to irritable
ladies in aNew Jersey shoe

store. Why tiot?
The movie is marred by a

wretched meet-cute, and
other holes puncture plausi
bility almost to the point of
disaster. The back-up cast,
however, including Scatman
Crothers and Sam Bottoms,
ably flesh out the tiny enter
tainment troupe that travels
with Billy from town to
town in search of little pards
to make happy for a night
under the tent. And Bronco
Billy's dream becomes the
audience's dream, not be
cause it's sponsored by a
muse from Zeus, not be
cause it's kinky or psychotic,
not because it requires
monumentally self-deluding
play-acting to carry off, and
certainly not because it
sanitizes anything. Billy's
dream rings true; we can't all
do it, as we all can saunter
into a designer boutique and
emerge in thirty minutes in
spurs and boots and silver
buckles and hope somebody
thinks we're John Travolta's
cousins; but we can all ap
preciate it. It's a simple
dream, really, just as in one
of the best of Disney flick
songs: If you wish upon a
star, makes no difference
who you are ... Makes no
difference if you only
make-believe, especially if
you make your make-believe
come true. There's a moral
buried somewhere not too
far down in this not too
profound but mightily satis
fying movie. Anybody can
figure it out. D

LR '5 film critic writes about
movies weekly for The Boston
Herald American and reviews
films and theatre twice weekly
on WHDH Radio and daily on
WNAC-TV (CBS), in Boston.
He is the host of talk programs
on both stations, writes a
thrice-weekly newspaper col
umn, and reviews books for a
number of journals. As Deputy
Sheriff of Middlesex County
(Massachusetts) he makes be
lieve the job amounts to some
thing, and he can wear a very
impressive badge when he's in
the mood to do so.

© Copyright David Brudnoy,
1980.
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BOOKS

ORGANIZED RELIGION IS A
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIZED
RIP-OFF! Learn the truth about
how religion picks your moral
pockets in 162 pages of searing in
sight into the churches' hypocrisy.
$4.95 pp. Dr. Ross-Box 3405
Springfield, IL 62708.

THE PEOPLE'S GUIDE TO
CAMPAIGN POLITICS, by Gary
Rober:t Schwedes. Definitive work
on local campaign techniques.
Nominated in Washington Month
ly for "Political Book of the Year"
award. Send $4.95 to: Schwedes
Campaign Consultants, 1725 The
Promenade, #224-B, Santa Moni
ca, CA 90401.

RESTORING THE AMERICAN
DREAM by Robert J. Ringer.
$8.95 pp. Make check payable to:
Libertarian Review, 1620 Mont
gomery St., S.E, CA 94111.

USED AND NEW LIBERTAR
IAN/ CONSERVATIVE BOOKS.
Economics, political theory, his
tory specialties. Some fiction. Send
inquiries to RF, 363 3rd Ave. #3,
San Francisco, CA 94118

NATIONALISM AND CUL
TURE by Rudolf Rocker. A de
finitive libertarian study of the
state's destructive influence on so
ciety. Hard cover, 614 pages $16.
postage paid. From: Michael
Coughlin, Publisher, 1985 Selby
Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104.

NEW, USED AND OUT-OF
PRINT BOOKS on LIBERTARI
ANISM, REVISIONIST HIS
TORY, ETC. Free lists. Mike
Timko, Box 25908, Los Angeles,
CA 90025.

IS POLITICAL ACTION a neces
sary libertarian strategy or a be
trayal of individual freedom? Read
LIBERTARIAN POLITICAL AC
TIVISM: PRO & CON, a hard hit
ting, reasoned debate between two
libertarian Mensans - one a for
mer Congressional Candidate, the
other a student of Robert LeFevre.
$4.95 plus $.60 handling (Califor
nians add tax): Penseur Press, Box
659-A, El Cerrito, CA 94530.

PENNY GOLD AND SILVER
MINING STOCKS have tremen
dous profit potential: a 1000%
yearly price swing. New how-to
book by professor is the result of
20 years of research. Free details.
PENNY STOCK PRESS, P.O. Box
430-B-l, Queens Village Station,
NY 11428.

COMMUNITIES

EQUALITARIAN GESTALT
COMMUNITY seeks additional
members. Urban-based, specializ
ing in gestalt psychology and
"polyfidelity" (emotionally- com
mitted, non-monogamous, family
group within a democratic inten
tional community). Free hand
book. Kerista Village, P.O. Box
1174-L, S.E, CA 94101. (415) 566
6502.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED - 2ND INCOME
PEOPLE-who are intelligent, ag
gressive, mature, to market an un
usual product. Complete details
will be given-but, we will tell you
this much now, you can earn
$8,640-54,900 per year-Those of
you willing to spend 2 hours per
day, send resume to: Mr. Z. A.
Klemmer, P.O. Box 8371, Van
Nuys, CA 91406. (213) 899-9484.

FREE MARKET

LIBERTARIAN ATTORNEY. IRS
defense: audits, trials, and related
proceedings, civil and criminal;
Census Resistance defense; Wills
and Trusts. John K. Cotter, Attor
ney at Law, 256 Montgomery
Street, Suite 201, San Francisco,
CA 94104. (415) 982-8880.

LIBERTARIAN-OBJECTIVIST
REGISTERED COMMODITY
BROKER. Trading in all major Fu
tures Markets. Emphasis on Preci
ous Metals, financials and Curren
cies. A Broker that understands the
current crisis is necessary in these
volatile times. To open an account
or for information call Toll Free
800-821-3400. Ask for Ted Lenger.

FLATULENT? (FREQUENTLY)
FEAR NOT! Read Benjamin
Franklin's long-suppressed essay of
1780 on (believe it or not) farting.
Hilarious! Frameable. $4. "Essay,"
Box 69-L, Carrboro, NC 27510.

BUY FROM LIBERTARIAN
RADIO SHACK DEALER,
Charles Blackwell. At least 10%
discount, less shipping. (SC resi
dents only: 4% sales tax.) P.O. Box
732, York, SC (803) 684-9980 or
6455.

NEED PRIVACY FOR YOUR
MAIL? Use our address as yours.
Keep your true location secret. De
tails: Buffalo Mail Drop, P.O. Box
8-R, Buffalo, NY 14212.

LUDWIG VON MISES T-SHIRTS.
100% cotton. S-M-L-XL. $7.50

postpaid. EI.O.T. Enterprises,
2007A Round Top Dr., Honolulu,
HI 96822.

"THE DRAFT IS A FORM OF
SLAVERY ON A PLANTATION
CALLED WAR" (Copyright ©
1980 by William Van Doren).
Beautiful four-color poster with
photos, illustrations, inscription
on drafting women, suitable for
framing. $5. postpaid (+ 6 % in
Calif.) to W Van Doren, 336 N.
Oakhurst Dr., #2W, Beverly Hills,
CA 90210. Refund guaranteed.

COUNTERFEIT GOLD? Com
prehensive pamphlet tells, in detail,
how to test GOLD purity with no
special equipment. Send $2.00 to
Cedar Mountain Trading ~ost,

Precious Metals Department,
Cedar Mountain, NC 28718.

SUPPORT FREE TRADE 
SMUGGLE! THE STATE SUCKS!
Over 50 buttons, bumperstickers,
flyers and posters. Free catalog.
SLL, Box 4, Fullerton, CA 92632.

FREE MARKET

BUSINESS LOANS. MONEY
MARKET, P.O. Box 2228LR, Seat
tle, WA 98111.

LIBERTARIAN
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FED UP WITH FETUS FETISH
ISTS? Systematic libertarian
treatment of the moral case for the
right to abortion, by Sharon Pres
ley and Robert Cooke. Send 50¢
and long SASE to Association of
Libertarian Feminists, 15 West 38
St., #201, New York, NY 10018.

ABOLITION OF THE STATE is
the only honest objective of anti
statists. We have developed a basic
program for abolishing the State.
Those interested should send one
dollar for introductory packet to:
American Abolitionist Movement,
P.O. Box 30681, Seattle, WA 98103.

IRS IS ILLEGAL. 10 years of Court
Battles to prove it is expensive.
Your Help is Needed. Contribu
tions, Law Briefs, Donations, etc.
Rt. Rev. Edward Wayland Ph.D.,
P.O. Box 1008, Lowell, MA 01853.

WANTED - Libertarian stances
on the environment. I would ap
preciate any thoughts and theories
on the subject. Please write Steven
D. McGinley, 6516th Street North,
Hudson, WI 54106.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERV
ICE- How much do you get? Vio
lating individual property rights is
a crime if you do it, a "service" if
the government does it. Is there a
responsible alternative? Send your
ideas to Box 944-D, Yucaipa, CA
92399. (714) 797-4919.

WORLD WAR IV may be fought
using women only. The men will be
dead and besides-it's the women's



turn. For a· War Stopper shoot a
S.A.S.E. to: WINNERS - LOS
ERS, Box 2138, Youngstown, OH
44504.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES: Pro
fessionals, students, and laypeople
interested in the application of
psychological, sociological and an
thropological research to liberta
rian issues, write Sharon Presley,
2442 24th St., Astoria, NY 11102.

NEED HELP IN ARGUING
AGAINST THE DRAFT AND
ABORTION? Intellectual ammu
nition: $1.00. Advice, speakers,
available. Inquire: Libertarians for
Life, 13424 Hathaway Drive,
Wheaton, MD 20906.

PERIODICALS

the dandelion, a modern quarterly
journal of philosophical anar
chism. Subscription $4.50/yr.
Sample copy send 25¢ to cover
postage. Order from Michael E.
Coughlin, 1985 Selby Ave., St.
Paul, MN 55104.

ASSOCIATION OF LIBERTA
RIAN FEMINISTS sample lit
erature 50¢. Complete set of dis
cussion papers and sample news
letters $3.00. Write ALp, 15 West
38 St., # 201, New York, NY
10018.

LOOKING for meaningful rela
tionships? Read Contact High, the
only national publication written
by singles for singles. Intelligent,
attractive, insightful. Free advertis
ing policy. $15 per year or send for
free brochure: Box 500-LR, 600
Main St., Mendocino, CA 95460.

LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION,
12 year-old open-forum magazine.
Subscribers may (but needn't) in
sert four pages per issue free, un
edited. LC had Rothbard, Hospers,
Childs, Grinder, Block, before you
ever heard of them. Read tomor
row's leading thinkers today. Eight
issues (1 year) $10. Sample $1.
9850 Fairfax Square #232L, Fair
fax, VA 22031.

CRITIQUE, a new quarterly jour
nal exploring conspiracy theories,
exposes, metaphysics, and the
"American culture." Send for in
troductory issue ($1.25):2364 Val
ley West Dr., Santa Rosa, CA
95401.

PERSONALS

BORED AGAIN? Why not rattle
your cage? I propose a dialog of the
disaffected, a conspiracy of the
equals, a politics ofpleasure. Ours
is the anomie power of negative
thinking" and corrosive laughter.
The unruly amongst the in-

stitutionalized have only them
selves - and possibly each other.
Let's confer. The choice is sedition
or sedation. Any number can play.
THE LAST INTERNATIONAL,
55 Sutter St. #487, S.E, CA 94104.

SINGLE MAN, European, age 31,
self-employed, residing partly in
California, partly in Thailand,
wishes to hear from single woman
who shares the libertarian
philosophy. Other interests of mine
include traveling, foreign lan
guages (I know eight), Oriental
cultures, archeology, psychology,
etc. Please write to: Robert Weiser,
G.P.O. Box 698, Central Post Of
fice, Bangkok, Thailand.

TAPES

LIBERTARIANISM vs. COM
MUNISM-a debate held at the
Annual Gathering of Mensa. Rob
ert Steiner is Chair of the Interna
tional Libertarian Organization in
Mensa, a founder of the New Jer
sey Libertarian Party, and a long
time activist in the LP. J. L.
Lunsford is a long-time activist and
an organizer for Communist Party,
U.S.A. Said one attendee: "Those

, who witnessed the confrontation
came away favorably impressed
with the freedom philosophy. It
was clear that leftist ideology is in
capable ofdefending itselfagainst a

principled case based on individual
liberty." Two cassettes totaling
about two hours, $9.95 plus $.75
postage and handling. California
residents add sales tax. Robert A.
Steiner, LR090, Box 659 EI Cer
rito, CA 94530.

HOW AN ANARCHIST SOCI
ETY WOULD PROVIDE NA
TIONAL DEFENSE: THE SO
LUTION TO LIBERTARIAN
ISM'S HARDEST PROBLEM by
Jeffrey Rogers Hummel, historian
and former U.S. Army officer.
Complete talk with questions and
answers and further questions and
answers on three 90-minute cas
settes or one 7" reel-$15. plus $1.
packing and handling. Texas resi
dents include 5% sales tax. Order
from: IMMORTAL PERFORM
ANCES, P.O. Box 8316, Austin,
TX 78712.

NATHANIEL BRANDEN'S lec
tures on "The Psychology of
Romantic Love," recorded a dec
ade ago, present an interesting
comparison with his treatment of
the same issues in his new book of
the same title. Thirty-two LP set,
like new condition, $100.00. Also:
THE DISCOVERY OF FREE
DOM, by Rose Wilder Lane, 1st,
good condition, no dj. $50.00.
Write to Jeff Riggenbach at LR.

Three Bllq,d Miee

~eehow th~Ruq
Available on red, white, navy, and light blue T-shirts

men's adult s/m/l/x-I $6.50 post-paid
50 % polyester/50 0

/0 cotton
California residents please add $0.39 sales tax

Satisfaction guaranteed or return for refund w I in 10 days
All orders shipped U.P.S. within 24 hrs. of receipt

Specify quantity, size & color
Include phone # with return address

Send check or money orders only to:

Steve Blustein Design
3010 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite ##179

Santa Monica, CA 90404
213-478-0606

$40,000 A Year In
Tax-Exempt Income
Be a professional: counselor, consultant,
para-legal assistant, companion, clinician,
agent, etc. Gifts are tax..exempt. Donations
are gifts. Gifts are what legally Ordained
Ministers receive for their services. Ministers
can legally do many things, such as:
Counseling (individual, group, family,
marriage, etc.), Teach/tutor adults and
children. Perform all religious rituals and
ceremonies: weddings, baptisms, eUlogies,
christenings. Assist with "do-it-yourself"
legalities: divorce, bankruptcy, name change,
wills, adoptions. Starta tax-exempt school,
retreat, church, order, etc. Collect for
charities. Hold seminars, seances. Give
lectures, preach. Ministers receive discounts
from many organizations, hotels, airlines.

Be A Legally Ordained.Minister
No discrimination. For your lifetime
Ordination, set of beautiful multi-colored
credentials, and information folio, send a
minimum $40. tax deductible donation to:

International Order of Inner Dei1\!, Inc.
522 Lander, Reno, Nevada 89509
Registered 1979 Delaware Non-Profit Corporation.

Earn legal degrees: High School, AA, BA, MA,
PhD, by mail in less than a year from our
Correspondence University.
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Now drop your postcard in the
mail. We'll add it to all the other anti-draft cards
we've received from all across America and show
President Jimmy Carter just how many Americans
oppose registration and the draft. Needless to say,
the more cards sent to C.A.R.D. the better.

4. When you register against the draft,
urge your friends to do the same. Together, we
can beat this challenge to our basic liberties and
traditions. If you can't buy a postcard, write a
letter instead. But whatever you do, make sure you
register against the draft now!

~ 'Z-() llh~,:,? If

i }i
• Here's _$10 _$25 ~.~$100 _more ,., •

• to help pay for your campaign against the draft. •

• _ Send me information about the legal status of •
• draft-age registrants. •

• Name •• •• Address •

• City State Zip •

I •••••••••••••••••••~

C.A.R.D. Committee Against Registration Be Draft
245Second St.NE,Washington,D.C.20002

During the summer of 1980, every
American male aged nineteen and twenty will be
forced-under threat of imprisonment-to go to
the local post office and register for the draft. But
anyone, male or female, can register against the
draft, no matter how old they are.

WTO
REGISTER INn

TH Ft
3.

2. All you need to do is go to your
local post office and buy a regular pre-stamped
postcard. On the back, write "I am registering
against the draft." Include your name and address.
On the front, write "C.A.R.D., 245 Second St.
NE, Washington, D.C. 20002."

~tCard.
1.

C.A.R.D. is a coalition of 50 national organizations opposed to registration and the draft.

Prepared by Public Media Center, San Francisco
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